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TO MARY AND HER HUSBAND
We were much interested in the little story you recently told in
these columns of how you got your home with the help of the ROCK
LAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION. We had the same
pleasant experience and made the last payment on our home 12
years ago, just at the time you made the first payment on yours.
We were very happy in the ownership of our comfortable home, but
ifter the mortgage had been turned we were very sure we didn't want
to give up our connection with the Association that had been such a
help to us, so the next pay-day we opened a Savings Account into
which we have paid $25.00 each month for the past 12 years. Now
we have received notice that our account has matured and its value
is $5085.50, and that the cash will be ready for us the 20th of this
month. A little figuring shows that in 12 years, by this easy month
ly payment plan we have saved $3600.00, and the Association has
added to it dividends of $1480.50. Isn’t that fine? Now we want
more than ever to continue our partnership in an organization which
gives such spkndid results. We called at the'office today and Mrs.
McKusic told us that the State Law was changed recently, and, that
if we wished, we could continue to make our regular deposits just as
we had done in the past. That is good news and we are going to
take advantage of it. The coming year our dividends will be prac
tically as much as we pay in, and they will increase very rapidly in
the future. Now that the ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION does so much for us, and all its share holders, it
surely is our duty and pleasure to explain its methods and benefits
to those who arc not acquainted with them.
RUTH AND HER HUSBAND.
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dustrial enterprises. This Bank can be very useful
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depository.
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Rockland is one of the 50 cities On land owned by Hollis Starrett, I scouring soaps and powders, and as
Rockport's missing girl mystery , told him that she was going to Banwhich will see and hear the United
imitation
marble
for
soda
fountains
terminated
very abruptly Thursday ■ Bor, anyhow, he yielded.
States Army Band during its limited on the railroad station road at War
The matter of what she intended
engagement under the exclusive ren a specimen of a peculiar ore was and for glass ware.
night when the girl, herself, tele
management of C. C. Cappel, concert
Sometimes this ore contains valu phoned to her mother that she was | to do when she got there was dis•••
Speech Is sliver, silence Is gold- — manager, of Washington. It will ap discovered in 1929 by Miss Beulah
cussed and the girl told “Frenchy”
able gems, hiddenite, yellow green and
en—Carlyle.
pear at Strand Theatre under the 8tarrett, a student jn mineralogy
safe in Bangor.
that she intended to look for work.
•••
emerald
green
in
color,
also
kunzite,
a
•••
it auspices of several of the local and chemistry at the University of
“Perhaps I can get you employ
Yesterday morning Ruth Humph
lilac color, columbite and tantalite,
organizations, headed by Allan F.
the star Gazers
McAlary, president of the Chamber Maine. Specimens were sent to the from which tungsten is extracted. rey was back in her Rockport home, ment,” said he, "for the girl who has
of Commerce, as general chairman, laboratories of several colleges and Tungsten is used in bulb filaments.
very much fatigued, and apparently been working in the boarding house
Will Find October a Prolific Month. for concerts the afternoon and eve chemical companies. The ore was
stop has just left.”
White beryl also was found. This much pleased to find that the scold- ,| where Iboarding
ning of Wednesday, Nov. 5.
house it transpired
—Venus Brightest Next Week
Captain William J. Stannard, | finally pronounced Spodumene, con- is used in the extraction of beryllium
This is October, the month Venus leader; Thomas F. Darcy, second taining 5 percent Lithium, this report oxide, also as an alloy in aluminum ing which she had dreaded was being was about midway between Bangor
is at its greatest brilliancy and will leader and cornet soloist, and other being made by the General Electric and also to harden copper. This turned into a happy reunion, with and Ellsworth, and had 11 patrons.
be a very handsome object in the regular soloists and bandsmen of the
forgiveness freely given. Hei- mother, The Rockport girl gave the name
southwestern sky. Above will be organization will be part of the Company at Schenectady. It was beryl tested 11.13.
also tested by the LeDox Company of
This deposit runs in a north Theresa McCluskey, and her step of Estelle Ruth and went to work
seen Arcturus and Alphacca, and to entourage.
the east planet Saturn. Oct. 13 The War Department granted New York, a recognized authority in westerly to southeasterly direction, father, Thomas McCluskey, also made there Monday. She says that there
were no newspapers in the place, and
Venus will be at its greatest bril authority for the tour after thou the United States.
forming the central core of a hill
liancy.
•
sands of requests had come to It Lithium is extracted from Spodu rising 175 feet above sea level. Mr. it very plain to a Courier-Gazette re she had no notion of the excitement
Mars and Jupiter are morning from persons in all parts of the coun
porter that they bear no ill will to- her disappearance had caused until
stars this month, Mars drawing away try desiring to see and hear the band mene in the form of salts and Starrett has reason to believe that
ward
Frank Varney and Raymond . Wednesday she heard one of the
from Jupiter towards the east in the in person, the Department being changed into metal by electrolysis, be several acres contain this ore.
early morning hours, around the first mindful of the inspirational and coming the lightest metal known. It Operations were begun in earnest Safford, the boys with whom Ruth ; boarders—a West Rockport boy—
of the month, they are in constel educational effect of a tour by the
went on a motor ride last Sunday j telling about the missing Rockport
lation Gemini, just under the two representative band of the United is used in x-ray machines, storage' last July. Four men were employed night.
j girl, and expressing the opinion that
batteries,
for
hardening
plates
and
as
drilling, dynamiting and sorting out
night stars Castor and Pollux. Mars States.
The
story
of
her
escapade,
which
! he probably knew her.
rises in the east northeast at 11.05
This year the tour has particular the alloy in aluminum in aircraft the ore. The rock is brought from
Next morning she succeeded in lo
p. m., Oct. 15.
significance coming, as it does, on the construction ahd in steel. There are the quarry to the cleansing shed, caused so much anxiety on the part
Oct. 14 Jupiter will be in con heels of the band’s triumphal ap
of
those
concerned,
if
not
an
actual
cating
one of Tuesday's Bangor
junction with the moon and a little pearance of the Ibero-American Ex only three other known Spodumene where men with special hammers sensation in the community, begins newspapers, and learned that her
over five degrees below. Jupiter rises position in Seville, Spain, and its localities In the United States, and separate the Spodumene from tho with her return from the ride about home town was more or less in an
in the east northeast at 10.27 p. m. equally sensational reception in none east of the Black Hills, South waste rock. Mr. Starrett has on hand
uproar about her absence.
Oct. 15. Jupiter is moving slowly Madrid, Barcelona, and the other Dakota, which have but 6% at great fifteen tons of Spodumene ready for midnight.
now.
Believing that she would be in for
"I am the missing girl,” she told her
principal cities of Spain.
• depth.
shipment.
If
a
steady
market
can
be
Mercury was at its greatest elon The band has long been recognized
a severe scolding, she lacked the employer, "and I want to call up my
gation west on Oct. 7. and rising be as the outstanding exponent of Feldspar, which is only about a assured for the feldspar it will mean courage to go home, and decided, in- I mother.”
fore the sun, is the morning star. Latin-American music in North sixth as valuable as Spodumene, was a new industry for Warren and for
Frenchy took her into Bangor
Uranus was in opposition to the sun America and has been officially des also found on the Starrett land. Maine. Mr. Starrett estimates that stead that she would walk to Ban
gor. It was a moonlight night, the Thursday night and at 10.35 she was
Oct. 7, and then became an evening ignated by the Pan-American Union This is used in the making and glaz
fifty men or more would be employed roads were good, and she set forth
star.
talking with her mother
to introduce this music. Enthusiasm ing of dishes, as a paint filler, for here.
for this relatively little-known but
Mr .McCluskey called his aunt, Miss
with much less fear in her heart than
; rich field of musical literature has
she had felt at the thought of facing Annie McDonough in Bangor and
never reached such heights as this
explained the situation. He also noti
BETTERMENTS TO THE PLANT
questioning parents.
year, when the Spanish World Fair
On and After
She had just passed Lincolnville fied Lieut. Cushman who asked the
was
in
progress.
SATURDAY, OCT. 11
Beach when an automobile overtook ■ state Highway Police in Bangor to
It was knowledge of this fact which
Mrs. Fannie Morris
prompted first the War Department Important Work Now Being Done By the Central Maine her, and its occupant, a state road I hold the girl until Mr. McCluskey
at 12.30 P. M.
and then Congress to officially
employe known as “Frenchy" asked | could arrive. At 1.45 yesterday mornPower Co. At Estimated Expense of $60,000
will be ready to sell
sanction the European trip—the first
how far she was going. She informed ing Ruth was homeward bound in
! ever made by a United States serv
him that she was on her way to Ban- ; her stepfather's car.
ice band.
Rockland is fortunate to be includ Even the most casual observer can- part of Park street, west of Union; gor, and he invited her to ride, but j It was stated at the McCluskey
at her home at
ed in the itinerary, and it is safe to not fail to note unusual activity on from Oakland Park toward Olencove expressed reluctance, she said to aid i home yesterday that Ruth would conTENANT'S HARBOR, ME.
Your patronage will be appreciated 1 state that large audiences will hear the part of the Central Maine crews for a distance of 15 poles,
her when he found that she was run- ] tinue her schooling, but just where
i the concerts here.
Home Made Ices Still On Sale
ning away from home. When she (had not been definitely arranged.
in
Rockland
and
Camden
this
sumThe
transformation
from
high
to
y
122*It
Miniature golf is here at last, a mer, but it is doubtful if anybody low tension currents, used to supply
fine 18 hole course, the Baby Orgnd has realized that the company is light and power in this city, is being
YOUTHFUL ROBBERS HELD
at Fireproof Garage, Rockland, rear spending approximately $60,000 on installed in a special vault at the
Strand Theatre. Afternoons and plant betterments in the two places, corner of Main and Willow streets.
evenings. Come in and try it.
121-122 This is fh pursuance of the corpora- ' The city is being divided into three Varney and Safford Who Figured In the “Missing Girl
tion s eminently practical policy of primary circuits—one at the North
Case, Held For the November Grand Jury
replacing some part of its plant each end, one at the South end and one
year.
,
on the western side of Main street.
This is to tell the public that I am
The betterment in Rockland has
The old pole plant between Tillson
Searching for clues which might Safford admitted to Patrolman Pray
again receiving those Extra Special
called for the use of 110 new poles, avenue and the new Glover block is lead to the whereabouts of Ruth that he has been an inmate of a simi
which by the way are Western red being removed; likewise the old pole Humphrey (now happily restored to lar institution in Shirley, Mass.
SOUTH HOPE, ME.
i cedars, ranging from 35 to 60 feet in plant on Main street from Glover her home in Rockport) State Patrol
Not having jurisdiction in such
Serving
’ length and straighter than the tradi |lock to the Knox County Motor man Daniel S. Pray Wednesday night cases Judge Miller held the boys in
Chicken Dinners Sundays tional Maine pines. The localities in Sales plant.
came upon evidence which led to a the sum of $1000 each, and they await
$1.00
which the principal work is being
The new conduit from Spring confession of the burglary at the the action of the November grand
Reservations Not Necessary
done are: Waterfront from rear of street to Tillson avenue is for the Oeorge H. Hart store, Rockland High jury. His Honor's remarks were
(in the shell)
Clubs and large parties taken care | the Thorndike Hotel to the Bicknell
purpose of carrying cables to supply lands. The story was told briefly in brief but showed the boys where they
of
during
the
week
that were so popular last season.
Barbecues, Salads and Sandwiches blocks; on Spring street; on the New the east side of Main street, the pro Thursday's issue of this paper and were “heading in." Safford has been
County road from the Pleasant street posed improvement to be made dur
Served At AU Times )
(No tub oysters used)
was elaborated in Municipal Court employed in picking apples.
crossing to the Old Depot crossing; ing the winter months. The cut
Patrolman Pray was warmly com
Thursday afternoon when O. Frank
over from the old to the new plant Varney of Belfast and Raymond R. plimented on his success in this case.
^IlllllllllllUlllUllllllilllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllltlllllllllllllllllillll^ will be accomplished before the Safford of Lynn, Mass., were ar It was a tribute to his persistence
Christmas holidays.
raigned on thc charge of breaking, and thoroughness.
The work in Camden is in the
entering
and larceny in the night
.
Manley T. Perry, Prop.
nature of a major job and includes
NOTED SCREEN ARTIST
time.
the removal of the plant from the
OPEN UNTIL 12 O’CLOCK
For the benefit of those who have Who Spends the Summer Vacations
Grammar School building to the
EVERY NIGHT
At Lucia Beach
not been in touch with thc case it
monument.
122-lt
should be explained that Varney and
A famous screen artist, member of
Will Be
Safford are the 17-year-old youths
THE STATE OFFICERS
with whom the Humphrey girl went the Lucia Beach summer colony, is
mentioned in a Hollywood United
last Sunday night. A rumor
b Some of the Gossip Concern riding
Press News despatch of Oct. 7. It
that these boys had been subsequently reads:
ing Them—New Councilor seen near the abandoned Trull place
Dr. Lee de Forest, an inventor of
in Belmont reached thc ears of Lieut. radio and talking picture apparatus,
For This District
A. W. Cushman, in charge of the will marry Marie Mosquini, screen
Secretary of State Edgar C. Smith Plate Highway Police in this city.
comedienne soon, he said today. The
in a letter to members of the Legis Lieut. Cushman immediately de
wedding will take place as soon as a
lature announces his candidacy for tailed State Patrolman Pray to in divorce decree obtained in New York
re-election for his third two-yer.r vestigate the report. Mr. Pray ar by the present Mrs. de Forest—his
term. Smith, who was elected to rived after dark and made his second wife—becomes final. Dr. de
office by the Legislatures of 1927 and search with the aid of a flashlight. Forest said. Her suit, brought in a
i
remote county of New York State to
1929 after serving six years as deputy
The house was empty, but in a avoid publicity, was not opposed. A
secretary of state, said he did not ex
pect oposition to his reappointment. back room off the kitchen the patrol report that he and Miss Mosquini
=
At Camden Auto Sales Co., Camden; Ticket
Other state officials to be renamed man was amazed to find a quantity of had been secretly married in Mexico
or replaced when the Legislature loot, which had evidently come from was denied by Dr. de Forest.
=
Free with every $5.00 purchase or labor. Start
Complete
“We did discuss such a thing," he
meets on the first Wednesday in
=
saving tickets Now. They will be given away
January are Attorney General Clem some general store. Making a admitted, “but my attorneys in New
Installed in your home
examination of
the York advised against it. Miss Mos
=
until the date of the Carnival.
ent F. Robinson, Treasurer of State thorough
William S. Owen and the members premises Mr. Pray came upon a slip quini and I will be free to marry
of the governor’s council. Frank P. which bore the name “Oeorge H. within a month or two and the cere
mony will take place at that time. I
Washburn, commissioner of agricul
want to make Southern California
ture,. who is another Legislatively Hart."
appointed official Jias two years re Being unaware of thc Rockland my permanent home and carry out
ROCKLAND
632 MAIN ST.
|
CAMDEN, MANE
my work of experimenting with radio
maining from hls four-year term.
burglary, which took place the same and sound pictures.”
B N. B. 2 Free Tickets With Each Firestone or Oldfield Tube and Tire
The Legislature, in addition to reAUTHORIZED
r.ight
that
Ruth
Humphrey
disap

Miss Mosquini. who recently com
=
Purchased!
= apportioning the seven councillor
CROSLEY DEALER
SI districts for the ensuing ten years, peared, the patrolman was at loss to pleted a picture with Bebe Daniels,
121-122
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIff?
” will choose at least two new coun know where the goods came from formerly was a leading woman for
cillors. The councillor from the first and he did not learn until he had Hal Roach and worked in several
films with Will Rogers. In 1923 she
district for 1931-32 will be chosen
from York County, which excludes notified Lieut. Cushman of his find was married to Roy Harlow, son of a
Councillor Orman L. Stanley, Kezar and was told by the latter of the Los Angeles cafe owner. She di
Falls. Oxford, from re-election. Hart store affair. These articles were vorced him in 1926.
Councillor Raymond E. Thurston. recovered: Two pairs of rubbers,
Rockland, will be replaced by a can two pairs of larrigans, three pairs of YOUR FAVORITE POEM
didate from Lincoln County, accord
ing to the statutory schedule for the shoes, eight boxes of shotgun shells,
GIVE ME AUTUMN
fifth district.
four 5-pound boxes of candy, and 18 Some are sick for Spring and warm
winds
blowing
It was said in official circles at the knives—the total value being $57.75.
close-sheathed buds and a patch
State House that the remaining Lieut. Cushman promptly located Over of
old snow.
councillors, together with the secre
With the early arc-lamps delicately bow
Success or failure? Poverty or pros
tary ol state and the state treasurer the boys, who gave a written con Acrossing
perity? Contentment or regrets? It
thin sunshine that hesitates to go.
and attorney general probably will fession to that officer and Deputy
all depends on you; for tomorrow
’s not for any April promises I
try for another term.
Sheriff Ludwick. They said they But itsicken.
will be''just what you make it to
had been hunting until 3 o’clock and Though their stammering sweetness be
day. A savings account at this bank
a plucked string;
on their return made the break at My mind
Is bent toward Autumn, I am
will practically insure your future
shaken
Work Done Anywhere
Hart's store,, smashing the rear win More by her denials than by all the
financial security . . when you de
dow panes.
hopes of Spring.
Prompt Service
posit a definite amount here syste
Frank Rokes. in charge of the The curt cold days, the blue and windy
matically.
Water pipes Repaired and Relaid.
weather,
,
Hart store and Mr. Johnson a clerk, The smoke
of burning brushwood keener
Inside and Out. Digging included.
than a frost.
testified
as
to
the
discovery
of
the
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
An orchard full of odors night Is wise to
Laid Out and Cleaned when j burglary.
gather.
The
fur-collared stubble where the
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug
and ! Deputy Ludwick told of visiting the
flower Is lost.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug i home of the Varney boy’s aunt in
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and
A clear green sunset and a pale moon
Belfast and the discovery of more
Rockland, Me.
showing.
Walls Repaired.
A sense of dawning ends, like the light
j loot.
In the sky.
It developed at the hearing that Autumn Is a hound that shrills, my
S. E. Eaton
heart Is for her gnawing.
Varney has been in the State School The quarry goes to Autumn, let Spring
TEL. 534-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
die.
i lor hoys at South Portland, while
44Stf
—B&bbette Deutsch.
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The 1930 census shows a remarkable growth in the
population of our Country and the progress of In
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BRIDGING THE

GEORGES

INSURANCE

MEANS

SAFETY

MANY-ARE COMING
To Attend State Convention

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me., Oct. 11, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie.
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
Oct. 9, 1930. there was printed a total of
6305 copies.
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.
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Vexing Delay Seems To Be Near End, As Steel Will Soon Modern Protection Covers Against Illness, Death, Accident,
Fire and Business Loss—Assures Income To Widows
Be Delivered At South Warren
and College To Orphans

of Christian Endeavorers

In Rockland Church

The 39th annual convention and
After what has seemed to be an i the new bridge have been entirely
State meeting of the Maine Chris
interminable delay, exasperating to due to the Penn Bridge Company, in
How many of us have ever thought that how good a city Rockland is tian Endeavor Union will be held at
I will strengthen thee; yea X will .. a
charge of the steel work, according to
. .
1 the First Baptist Church in this city
help thee; yea Iwill uphold thee those who travel over the Atlantlc ! the State Highway Commission. That depends much on how much insurance we carry and, ,how much
insurance
24 2g
splendld program
with therighthand of myrigheous- j Highway, word now comes that the j company was awarded the contract our neighbor carries?
and speakers which were announced
ness.—Isaiah 41:10.
steel for the new bridge at South War- last January, as the lowest responsible
The Community Message carried this week on another page of the paper this week by President Rev. Harold
.......... —— ren is soon to arrive and that the bidder on the list. The work was to brings it out in a brief but effective way. “A Friend in Need" is what we all B. Nutter of Hallowell. "It's a Maine
span across the river will be com- I have been pushed forward in early
program for Maine young people,”
THE ROCKLAND AIRPORT
spring and completed by the last of want, and those of us who have beer, unfortunate enough to collect on a states Mr. Nutter. The youth of
---------------------------------------------- : May. The sub-structure of the bridge protection insurance policy realize that insurance is certainly that.
Maine will be privileged to hear the
An auspicious occasion locally
was completed on that assumption.
What the rate of increase in the amount of insurance carried by the following: Rev. Charles Roddy of
Detailed plans of the Penn Bridge
marks the present weekend in the
Portland, pioneer young people's
Company for the steel fabric were American public in the last ten years has been is evidence of the increasing worker in Maine. Rev. James Laugh
official dedication of the Rockland
importance of insurance in family life today. It is also an evidence of the ton of Portland, outstanding clergy
finally
approved
by
the
Bridge
Di

Airport. That our relatively small
vision of the State Highway Depart increasingly large number of ways in which insurance has become of value man and a missionary who has seen
community should be dignified by
ment on May 12. At the same time and almost a necessity to all of us. We can insure almost anything we wish much service in the South sea island',
the Penn Bridge Company had conthis modern accessory usual only to
; tracted to build a smaller bridge over to insure today. There are not only insurance against death, sickness, acci- Rev. Oeorge Bolster of Brewer, Rev
the larger centers, is a note of recog
Mill Stream at Salem, and in a letter dent, or property damage of any kind, not only insurance against our auto- ”°*a’d 'of^Baitftor” Rev. Frederic
nition in which we may fake pardon
to Max Wilder, chief engineer of the mobile being damaged or damaging other cars or people, but insurance gmith of WatcrWlle. Rev. J. C. Macable pride. We think it is a fact that
bridge division thesteel company said* against our being abie to pay for our homes as we plan to pay for them Donald of Rockland, and President
no other city in the country with
shipping the fabric for Insurance agalnst QUr chHdren
that
wasshipping
able to go to college when they are Nutter
j the Salem job about May 26 and im
equal population can boast an airport
ready to go to college; insurance against an income for ourselves that is, a
*na
mediately
after
that
job
was
complet

representing, as this one does, the in
ed would place the South Warren provision for a certain definite income beginning at a certain definite age, vcnyon registrar* reports a big
vestment of a hundred thousand dol
bridge. x
all these and many other kinds are available.
| response to inquiries of delegates who
lars, and that without the municipal
Days passed and no word of further
Trulv to be properlv insured is an obligation which we owe our fellow- will attend and predicts one of the
j
action
was
received
by
the
Highway
I
co-operation or the aid of private
r s~ *
largest conventions in the annals of
Department until the steel firm noti- citizens.
' the society. The complete convention
capital, details which commonly are
tied the bridge division that its own
And while thc average amount of insurance carried by the average citizen program as follows:
associated with this form of modern
bridge crew was busy and it was tryr thg country is rapidly increasing, still the amount per capita is num- Friday afternoon—Reception of
development. The Curtiss
Company
. ,
t
, I
X.
S8,40 ^d another brldge crew In '
.
and tens of dollars rather than hundreds and thousands of delegates: 5 o'clock, prayer service,
itself carried through thc investment, | one Of Hie Approaches For That Maine. The steel company asked per- ; bered m dollars and tens ol aouars rainer ma
w Barton. 6 lunch; 7, adin the confidence that here lay a field
Elusive South Warren Bridge
mission to schedule both bridge jobs dollars.
dress by Rev. Clarence Roddy, subject
______________________________ for July and the Highway Commis- ;
insurance is just another way in which we can better our own personal „Alpha chi Omega for aviation that would warrant the
, Slnrl
„re „
...................
—j _them,
...........our
........
......... „„ conSaturday. 9.00-9.15, devotions. Rev.
sion granted rthis
if the Salem job was ,S rnnd.tlol,s our own family conditions
and beyond
community
large expenditure. It is gratifying to pleted before winter. Whether the started by July 10. The steel firm conditions, our own lanuij conuiuons. a
,
a community Howard Welch; 9.45, address by Rev.
concrete worts,
work on
on the
is to
be suirteu
started work
on the
Salem joo
job aoout
about . «****'
ditions.
It —
is. ~~
as we ~can
see,»-----------not onl>- a •persona p„
know that within these few months concrete
me bridge
onage is
to or
worts, on
me oaiem
“»• **
—----«___ __
Wrrrfrrirk W Smith snhippt “Thp
. Unfinis,IC(j gattle... ’ 1045 conXerthis confidence has been justified hy done in season to make winter traf- ! June 30 and completed it by Aug. 1. j problem. Let's consider it as such, thinking first of all, of Course, of .
• citlzenshlp'
' Frederic
the airport earnings, which have even fic possible at that point is a mat- , then moving its equipment to South personal needs and our own personal advantage, but keeping in mind that
concerning which there does not Warren.
bettering these means bettering our community at the same time
Smith and missionary, Rev. James
exceeded the figures registered by ter
seem to be so much positiveness, acEarly in August several communi- I Delterl“»
6____________________
Laughton; 10.45-11.30 conferences—
some of the largest centers of the cording to local sources of informa- cations were sent by Chief Engineer
Evangelistic, Rev. J. C. MacDonald,
THE DAY HAS ARRIVED
( Wilder to the bridge company asking
country.
Therefore these will be tion.
and Christian Civics, Rev. J. B.
Via
Augusta
comes
the
following
for
definite
information
on
the
South
Ranger; 12 m. president's address,
days of celebration of achieved suc
explanation as to why the bridge is . Warren job. On Aug. 18 the com- J
Rev. Harold B. Nutter.
cess, in which our public will join noj already there, and ln use:
pany replied that it would start fabn- For the Official Opening of the Rockland Airport—There’ll
At 7.15 devotions by Rev. Howard
most heartily, with warm congratu
The bridge, having a 200-foot span cation of the bridge in ten days and
Welch: 7.15-7.45, business; 7.45-8.30,
across
the
Georges
River
between
;
complete
the
bridge
by
Oct.
10.
Delations to the men whose vision has
Be Three Big Days, In Fact
B. Ranger, subject. ‘Witnessing For
brought us to this point of promi- . )Varren and Thomaston, was to have spairing of this slow progress the
Christ by Building a Christlike Gov
Dr°l s
..
p .
„„
been completed and open to traffic Highway Commission sent Engineer
ernment;”
2.45-3.00 — Conferences,
nence upon the public map, ano the ]ast o{ May but one deiay after Wilder to Beaver Falls on Sept. 10 to
CAMDEN
When
this
paper
went
to
press
the
“Youth's Problems" for girls by Mrs.
in particular to Capt. Wincapaw, ] another has occurred until today the learn what progress was being made.
J . C. MacDonald; for boys, Rev.
through whose faith and indomitable State Highway Commission is ready- having in mind that a new contract; skies were blue, the sun was smiling
James Laughton; 3.00-3.30—Meeting
spirit the possibilities of the situa to predict only that it will be com might be advertised for in the event and so was the moon—Harold Moon Reinhold Lauterjung and W dbain of executive board; 3-5, recreational
pleted this fall. A recent communi °'inspected the work be Wh° 18 hWe WWh
“
°'
program by local committee; 6, ban
tion came to be realized.
cation from the Penn Bridge Com ing done at the’Teaver ^ plant B ship in which he wU1 d° aCrobatlC J™g cottage at Lake Megunticook.
quet.
pany of America, Beaver Falls. Pa.,
At 7-7.15, devotions by Rev. Howard
low bidder on the steel work, has as- and reported to the Commission that , flying during the three days' me»t Next Tuesday afternoon Mrs. Otis
COUNTRY CLUB AN ASSET
sured the Commission that the steel with the progress then made it would which marks the dedication of the Alden will entertain the ladies of the Welch: 7.15-87.45. business: 7.45-8.30,
The value of a Country Club as a fabrication is nearly complete at the , take less time to allow the Penn Rockland Airport
W.C.T.U. at her home on Spruce address, “'Pioneers With Christ" by
| Rev. James Laughlin.
. _
factory and soon will be shipped for Bridge Company to complete the
.
L
. street.
Sunday—Church service
with host
community asse
erection.
„
work than to advertise for new bids.
The blg Condor Plane whlc
Seaside Chapter. O.E.S., visited the
r
generally conceded, and we should reFrom four to six weeks will te In the last week or so, Mr Wilder carries 18 passengers arrived last R0sew00d Chapter at Searsmont last at 19.30, 3-3.15. devotions. 3.15-3.45,
- ■ -1
1 address
Witnessing For Christ

Body by Fisher

PERFORMANCE
WITH A PUNCH
You doubtless know how smart and good-looking
Oldsmobile is from seeing the car on the road; you
probably know, too, from riding with your friends,
how wonderfully comfortable it is; but unless you
have actually taken the wheel and driven the car
yourself, you can’t know what a real punch there
is in Oldsmobile’s performance.
For that reason, we extend you a cordial invitation
to come in and drive the car. Select your own roads
and set your own pace? Test Oldsmobile’s brilliant
speed, its flashing acceleration, its mighty power.
Then you'll know why Oldsmobile is called “the
car that does all things well.’’ And you’ll know,
also, that Oldsmobile represents a surpassing value
among cars of moderate price.
TWO-DOOR SEDAN

f. o. b. Lansing, Michigan

Spare Tire and Bumpers Extra

Oldsmobile
;>

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
21 Limeroek Street,

Rockland

i
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has taken on countrywide proportions
wnen compietea. tne Driage and when the bridge would be completed
nnri
owns
to
steadilv
increasing
poputhe
new road
leading
across
il- Wl11 other
than
to promise
that it would
and owns to steadily increasing popu eliminate
at least
three
hazardous
be opene
d this
fall,
larity. The city, large or small, that parts of the preSent State highway \ Meanwhile the new highway leadhas no golf course to proffer the pub- \ from Bath to Rockland, two grade ing to both ends of the bridge and the
lie is lagging at the rear of the pro- crossings located at blind curves, and j approaches have been completed by
region in Darticular
those regions a humP'backed draw bridge over the i the Highway Department and onlycession, in pa
%
• Georges River, all of which have been , the placing of the bridge itself and
such as this, where the beckoning the SCene of fatal automobile crashes i laying of the 22-foot concrete bridge
hand is stretched out to the vacation- ana of many less serious accidents, i surface is necessary to permit travel
ists of summer. From what diverse
Delays incident to construction of 1 over the r.ew road,
sections the local course attracted j
visiting players the register for the ,
WALDO WILL ORGANIZE
season just closed testifies. It in- [
eludes:

895

OF

GENERAL

MOTORS

i

Unfortunate man; by the time he
Every time Europe loons across the
Bean, who was abroad in the wee a stated conclave of Camden Com- -Tne Challenge of Jesus to the Young
sma’ hours for the reason that he manfery, Knights Templar. A chic - peopie of
church, Rev. George F. Atlantic to see the American Eagle gets so much property he doesn’t envy
v
, s.
•
en supper will be served, at 6.30 and
6
it observes only the rear end of an anybodv he begins to fear everybody.
had to be in Presque Isle to bring fOnOWing this, Wallace Crawford of
Thp offlcpr„
Mnin. pnj.„.,nr ostrich.—H. G. Wells.
—New Bedford Times.
down passengers for the dedication, j Balboa, Panama .will give a talk on th^hyear are; P^eside^t Rev Harold
There will be something intensely his experiences and his impressions B Nutter> Hallo veil; first vice presiinteresting each day. but of course of ^be <Ja^'ZcamDbell entertained de"1' Reuben Naught of Brewer; sec- I
the big crowd is expected Sunday. tbe ^fiathea Class’^ last evening at S^L^of
57b
h
when sightseers will come from all her home on Belmont avenue.
y,
‘Drec d(,nt
mi_
lK<rd
over the State to witness the events. . faafkaii
Today at 2 p.«n«n
m., the Camden
High j^iKnev of F ultonsecretary Miss
bo Pnnthbotton, secretary, Miss
A4iss
team will nio,i
play 4the
Boothbay 1i TenTVerr *
Well, here's wishing good luck to football
Hieh team
Lena Kerr of Oakland; treasurer,
everybody.
At the 'regular meeting of the
7 °,f
dti.ze“b1'’snArev-Heal Post. A. L„ to be held next
? J Frederlc Smlth
,The program:
may have discovered America
aterville
Thursday evening officers will be Wat
<™lle and alumni
alumm superintend
sunenntend.
Saturday
ent. Miss Myrtle Fisk of Damaris
elected.
Fish and Game Association Gets a Good Sendoff With
Wisconsin
New Hampshire
Balloon Busting Contest.
BUTCommencing Oct. 14, the Eastern cotta.
Maryland
Vermont
Bomb Dropping Contest.
Steamship Lines. Inc., enter on their
Washington, D. C.
Massachusetts
Rockland
Sportsmen Taking Part
Formation
Flying.
Delaware
Rhode Island
three trips per week schedule, leav
GETS BIG CONTRACT
75,000 Women have discovered
Pennsylvania
Connecticut
Dead Stick Landing Contest.
ing Camden on Tuesday. Thursday
Georgia
New York
Spins.
and
Saturday
nights
for
Boston.
Michigan
An
enterprising
Rockland
concern
New Jersey
In Belfast last night steps were' winter preserve at Glencove. The
Stunt Flying.
SILENT GLOW
Minnesota
Illinois
Mrs. Evelyn Heal is in charge of negotiated another important deal
■ taken toward the organization of a greatest single accomplishment, the
Palermo, Italy
Kentucky
Parachute Jump.
the Potter Studio while Mr. and Mrs. yesterday when William T.
_______
Smith.
Harbin. China
West Virginia
.
fish
and
game
association,
the
meetspeaker
said,
was
the
obtaining
of
a
Inspection of hangar which will Potter are on a motor trip ln Maine plumber, of 477 Main street, affixed
San Juan. P. R.
California
SILENT GLOW has made a “Wow”
I ing being in charge of a delegation tract of land in Appleton for the
Washington
be explained by Curtiss men. and Canada.
Colorado
his signature to a contract which rei from Rockland, with Col. Walter H. establishment of a trout rearing
Texas
North Carolina
Passenger carrying all day and
of a New Discovery—■
Mrs . Clifford Barnes was quite quires him to furnish the plumbing
Florida
j Butler, president of the Knox Coun- station, to become known as the
night. .
severely burned this week by acci and heating for the Northeastern
Here nearly one-half the states are < ty Fish and Game Association in Elmer S. Bird Memorial,
The
New Super Heater
Illuminated plane flying at dentally spilling a dish of boiling Hotel in Presque Isle
listed, with a touch of the foreign, ' the chair.
Other speakers were Commander
night.
water. She is convalescing at the
Work will begin some time the com
and nn
nf Maine,
Maine which
which sent
sent 1 tifu
The
meetln
in the beauC. F. Snow,
of,dthe fte
Stateimportanc
Advisory'
home of her daughter, Mrs. Clarence ing month, and will cost the owners
and
no mention
mention of
, homg
QfB was held
HazeUlne
post Counci]
whQ tQ
Ask about it for Your Cook Stove
Sunday
Taylor.
•
in the neighborhood of $30,000, it is
Bomb Dropping Contest.
its players here from every corner. of the
Legion, the former of the organization in securing needTh Baptist Calendar Club will give stated. Herbert W. Rhodes of Port
Balloon Busting Contest.
There should be a public spirit warm- : Congregational Church having been ed legislation; Raymond E. Thurston
an entertainment Oct. 22. The pro land is the architect.
Distributed by A. T. Norwood, Warren
Formation
Flying
by
Curtiss
lv concerned with an Institution of converted to that purpose. Among of the Executive Council, who
gram will be rendered by Adelyn
This is the second large contract to
Pilots.
this
character
not
for
the
out-door
those
Present
were
Judge
Carleton
brought
greetings
from
the
Governor
Bushnell
and
Marshall
Bradford
of
inis cnaracier noi wr i
g fQrmer resi(Jent Qf yinal. and
and endorsed Com.
be awarded Mr. Smith from Aroos
Dead Stick Landings.
Thomaston and will be followed by took County and is an excellent testi
DEALERS
season alone, but as well in the longe. , baven. and Bert McCorrison, who mander Snow’s suggestions; and Dr.
Official Opening of Airport.
an informal reception to Rev. and monial to the satisfaction his first
Talk by Charles Berry.
E. J. DAVIS, Rockland. Tel. 848
winter period. Supported by a large , figures so prominently in the Ben Walter P. Conley, who described
Mrs. LeRcy Campbell. Program job there gave.
Introduction of Mayor Rich commences at 8 o'clock.
and comprehensive membership, the j Ames Williams stories ln the Satur- I program features and the work
E. E. STUDLEY, Thomaston
ardson.
Country Club should be made to ' da>’ Evening Post. Arthur Fernald which has been done toward the
Monday and Tuesday at the
PAYSON-NASH CO., East Union
MRS.
KATE
A.
HOOPER
Formation
Flying
by
Army
and
. /
.
.
acted as secretary.
propagation of pheasants,
Comique Theatre the Marx Brothers
ABBOTT’S GARAGE, Union
flourish as a center of social acti t es.
The members of [be Rockland
Supervisor Jos. Stickney showed
Navy Pilots.
will be seen in "Animal Crackers;”
St. George was again saddened by
S. H. WESTON & SON, Waldoboro
Stunt
Flying
by
Army
and
Navy
delegation were introduced by Col. several reels of motion pictures perWednesday. "Bride of the Regiment;” the
of one of its dearest friends
RAISING MAINE APPLES
Pilots.
Butler, and it is unfortunate that taining to fish and game, and these
DEALER WANTED, Camden
also Atlas, the boy with the strongest whenloss
Kate, wife of Edwin S. Hooper,
Spins.
---j there could not have been a spokes- the Waldo County sportsmen found
jaw in the world. See him in his died Friday
L. A. MARSON CO., Boothbay Harbor
morning,
Oct.
3,
at
Jier
Stunt Flying.
Travelers passing the Butler apple man to acquaint the Waldo County highly entertaining,
street automobile pulling contest.
Parachute Jumps.
farm at Montsweag note the atmos- sportsmen with the fact that the
With the departure of the Knox
Thursday, "Women Everywhere; home. Although she had been 1n
120-122
Inspection of Hangar which will Friday, "Good Intentions," and Sat very poor health for thc last few
.
‘
,
....
„...
(Eo
I
Colonel
is
so
largely
responsible
for
County
delegation
the
meeting
was
phere of activity which marks the the great success Qf the Rnox taken QVer by thg local spor«.men
be explained by Curtiss men.
urday. Jack Oakie in "The Sap From years, her passing came when least
expected. All through the days of Passenger carrying all day and Syracuse."
close of the season in the shipments : county organization .
and arrangements .were made for an
IliWf:.. i|"
at night.
of harvested fruit. Those interested ] Col. Butler briefly reviewed the early organization meeting,
Mrs. George L. Otis has closed her frailty she loved to have her L
L’z;
Illuminated plane flying at Norumbqga on High street and re friends visit her, never so happy as
enough to stop and observe the busy - history of the Knox County Fish and
when her family was about her.
night.
,
.. . ...
. „ Game Association from the time of
turned to her home in Chicago.
STRAND THEATRE
operations will learn that this has thg first
whlch had one
She was born in Martinsville, June
Mrs. Emeline Halford entertained
Monday
The
fight
in
Rex
Beach's
story,
been the farm's most successful sea- , object ln view—the establishment of
at luncheon and bridge yesterday 4, 1857, daughter of Deacon Elijah
Bomb
Dropping
Contest.
son yet recorded, the yield of apples J a game prwetve-^He offered^these' JOmenUPO1inrSliteratureOfandheongrthe
afternoon at her home on Central and Lydia iSWeetland) Henderson.
Balloon Busting Contest.
street In honor of her guest, Mrs. In 1875 she became a member of the
exceeding seven thousand bushels, suggestions to
Formation Flying.
screen, actually was fought. The
Second Baptist Church, and as long
Margaret Ames of Brockton, Mass.
grown under scientific methods and ■ Waldo County.
Dead Stick Landing Contest.
dramatic,
brutal
moment
was
en

as health would permit was a regular
Six Cows, part new milch, and one Sboat weighing
Make it a Waldo County propo acted in real life just as Beach wrote
Formation
Flying
and
Stunt
attendant at its services. She served |
of such superior class as that it com sition.
125 pounds; 15 Horses now on sale of all descrip
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
Work
by
Army
Reserve.
as organist for many years, and was
Make vour bv-laws sinwle
I of il’ and just as U again is being
mands an immediate market at the
Stunt Firing.
tion; also seven Prison Democrat Wagons, Gordon
a valued memborxjf the choir during
The
dues
should
be
low.
in
Knox
fil
?J
ed
fouet^whm'will
a
F
highest lange of prices. What
At the Baptist Church Sunday the greater part of her lifetime. In
Inspection of Hangar all day.
«t . y,. wttn ,1
and Stanhope, and a few Second Hand Wagons;
morning the subject will be “The the Ladies' Sewing Circle she was a
Parachute Jump.
Colonel Butler has succeeded in County ,h,y
Passenger carrying all day and Coming Again of the Lord Jesus very active member, and assisted in
Prison Harness, double and single; Blankets & Robes
bringing to pass with these extensive
The key to the ors.niz.tion Is your .
^“2"
“ .1?
Christ; Signs of His Coming.” There every way possible to help make their
at night.
g
when Milorchards wc should suppose it pos executive board and advisory coun- ton ySills andg'Noah Beery
will
be
special
music.
A
feature
will
CARS
Illuminated
Plane
Flying
at
played in
annual fairs a great success. She
sible, with the employment of siniKar cil, the latter being composed of one ( it for Goldwyn. It is being fought
be the awarding of the official Go- was a charter member of Ocean View
Night.
Reo,
Chrysler
and Hupmobile
Public Dance in Hangar. Free To-Church Band pins to the young Grange and a very ardent worker.
methods, to duplicate in other regions or more members from every town , again for the first time on the talking
in the county.
Two-Ton
Used
Reo
Truck, nice shape
people
who
have
not
missed
more
admission.
In recent years she found great enjoy
of the state. Those able to judge will j “‘/“f ^0- exDlained that the i screen; bV Gary Cooper and William
than two Sunday morning services, ment in making beautiful hooked and
Four
l
l
/
2
Ton
Used
Reo Trucks
tell you thatthere are no apples com- ! Knox County association holds meet- ^.°yd?n Pn,lanL°UIiiS
fil'a m8 °f
and several not any morning serric: braided rugs, and quilts of every
GOLF PROS RAMPANT
parable to the properlygrownapples \ ings all over the county—the annual [ *. ®, s 01 y p ayl e onday and Tues"
A few Good Trades in Used Cars
during the four months ending Sept. description. Two years ago, Mr. and
of Maine. Here is the atmosphere
“!i!a11
^fetinv in I 11 was directed by Edwin Carewe.
Tim Carroll and Pete Moran hav 28, Agnes Holgerson, Jeanette Under Mrs. Hooper celebrated their golden
Rockland, the summer meeting m! . , , , .
,
... , ,
. REAL ESTATE
and soil. Knox County growers have Camden and the fall meeting in St. "h°had,at, handh8 weath °f ad‘ ing completed their summer seasons wood, Geraldine Sprague. Virginia wedding, a very happy occasion. Mrs.
Small Farm in Pleasantville, nice repair; will sell
Barter, Jennie Wiley, Adele Hawkin j Hooper was highly respected by a
taken advanced steps in this direc George. The trouble is that the '“y ? 1? 1
the cast’ “ we L in the capacity of golf professionals, Agnes Sivewright, David Sivewright. host of friends, most of'whom knew
small payment down; rest in rent
tion and some of its orchards justly association has grown so rapidly Edward »eal?’ one ofuthe m’nor are emulating the example of Alex Robert Reid, Margaret Reid. Harold her by the endearing terms of “Aunt
that
it
is
difficult
to
obtain
a
hall
p
ayer
%
haa
been
a
motl
™
pict
\
re
175
Acre
Farm in Rockville, great blueberry farm,
receive high praise. We confidently large enough for the meetings. The ' player for flfteel} years; .^ twelve ander and looking for new worlds to Marriott, Margaret Marriott, Irene j Kate” or “Grammie Kate.” Beside
Underwood.
Beatrice
Barton
and
'
her
husband
she
is
survived
by
three
nice
Apple^Pear,
Cherry and Plum Trees; building
look forward to the time when every i membership meetings must be made, yeaTs
previous
to
that
he
had
a
conquer. They authorize The Cou Ernest Barton. The 6 o'clock C. E. , sons, Willis, Winfield and Fred and
. . ,
_
....
part of the county shall smile with interesting and there should always
actmg rier-Gazette to announce that they service will be in charge of the j two daughters, Mrs. Nathalie Webber
in good repair.
directing and producing.
the abundant harvests of this noblest be a supper.
issue a challenge for a put.ing con Stewardship Commission, the topic and }Jrs. Rose Seavey; eleven grandMarsh Place on the Pond Road, great blueberry pas
accomnlishments! Hcarn's role in "The Spoilers" is
the
of fruits.
I ofReviewing
the Knox County aStion Col. that °f a Heutenant of infantry test on any course in Maine, and are "Marks of a Good Citizen." Follow- ' children and three great-grandchilture, Apple and Pear Trees; building in good repair;
ing the 7 o’clock song service led by dren.
! Butler told how Fred Smallwood had whose command aces extermination especially desirous of facing Alex. John Reid, the pastor will speak from
City Water and Electric Lights
Funeral
services,
very
largely
at

One woman who saw the big pa- : flrst been obtained as a part time I “? a dynamite blast during one of Chisholm and Jere Hickey of Port the subject “What Is That To Thee,” tended, were held Sunday afternoon
Three
Cottages
at Megunticook Lake; One Cottage
rade in Boston was very enthusiastic warden, and how he is now chief of | the climatic moments.—adv.
land. Portland papers please copy.
or “Mind Your Own Business."
at “The church on the Ridge,” Rev.
over the fine appearance of the Maine j the service; how better co-operation I
at Crescent Beach; also Five Cottage Lots
S E. Packard, former pastor and
WITH THE BOWLERS
friend of the family officiated, assist
Legionnaires and of the way they con- bet?’e«n the wardens and sportsmen
Nice Cottage in first class shape across the road from
xjcBAjzzz...
• „
, bad been obtained; how it is hoped
ed by Rev. A. A. Walsh, pastor of the
ducted themselves, especially the
bave a fund large enough so that The first bowling match of the seathe Penobscot Camps, nice view of the Penobscot
’ church. The bearers were M. J. 11
Knox County boys. She was proud a reward maj- be offered for the son at the Star alleys resulted in a
Harris, W. M. Harris, Eugene Smith
Don’t Be Without It
An
Old
Family
Bay; 20 acres of land.
of them. A Boston Gloie snapshot apprehension of vandals on any seven-pin victory for Shaw's Stars
! and G. N. Bachelder. The abundance
Doctor’s Favorite
/
House in Rockville, six rooms
of the big Legion parade showed the property owners land: how three Wednesday night. Dolham was high
of beautiful flowers surrounding her,
Prescription.
Knox County delegation, big as life.
preserves have Jieen established in line. The score:
were tributes of the love and esteem
__ _________ Knox County, one containing 6500
Shaw's Stars—Shaw,
240; B. Winsj of many friends. She was laid to
The Best Emergency Medicine tor
George M. Simmons
John H. Post, bank officer for the acres; how the fish for stocking pur- ! low, 230; Dolham, 274; Firth, 201; F.
rest in the Ridge cemetery.
Chills. Colds. Croup—all Inflamma
Security Trust Co., who was operated poses are all handled by the war- Knowlton, 228; total, 1173.
tion of the Throat and Lungs. Best
23 Tillson Avenue
Rockland
Tel. 4
upon for appenditicis at Knox Hospi- dens, with none diverted to private Curtis Wonders—H. Curtis. 249;
| Only one kind of firewater and one
for Colic. Internal and External
121-123
kind of tank are necessary on a molal Thursday, is doing nicely at last use; and how a duck preserve has F. Poland. 242; C. Knowlton, 266; H.
Use.
accounts.
'
I been established, together with a I Day, 176; C. Witham, 233; total, 1166.
»I tor-car.—Boston Herald.
li!igiamWl!lt!IT'l!Hfl|M:"!;ir11^... ty... .

Columbus

TAKE A BOTTLE HOME TODAY

Ballard’s Golden Oil

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, October 11,1930

T tl V

TUI? TOWN There will be a special children's
1 Al.lv Or 1 ME 1U VY ll matinee at 4 o'clock Tuesday at
Strand Theatre with “The Spoilers"

___

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct 12—Columbus Day.
i
oct 17- Mpthebescc Club meets with

MbctJ:
with Mrs. Emily Stevens. Talbot avenue.
Oct. 21— (2.30 to 7.30) Educational
Club picnic with Mrs. Leroy Perry,
Adams street.
.

Oct. 22-21—Annual State teachers’ conven- i
tion In Bancor.
i

Oct. 24-26—State Christian Endeavor,
Convention. First Baptist Church.
'

aS feature.

citv Government has appointAlderman L. W Benner. Austin
M. Moody and Ralph P. Conant a
committee to confer with representa
tives
, , of
x other towns in . regard to the
The

subject of a water district.
------

The Maine TJospital Association
j was formed in Augusta Thursday at
FNov“lr.ain Rebekah Lodge gives a meeting of'hospital executives and
fair and supper.
1 trustees with officials of the state
Nov. 4—Superior Court convenes.
j department of public welfare. Dr. W.
Theatre5-U 8 Army Band at stranfljp. Morrison, director of the Maine
Nov. 7—Penobscot View Grange holds | General Hospital, Portland, was made
annual fair.
‘ president.
oct. 23

Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln

Nov. 21-22—Rockport’s
and Food Pair.

HARVEST FESTIVAL
THE

SALVATION

♦ # ♦ *

ARMY

Monday p8m. Auction Sale
8

i.m.

122-lt

IN

THE

HIGHWAY

Big Carnival

The 36th annual meeting of the
Sidney M. Oxton, Jr., is employed ! New England Dental Society takes Three Motorists Make a Startling Discovery On Walker Hill
in the Chisholm candy factory.
! place in Boston Oct. 23-25, at the
Near South Warren Bridge
---I Forsyth Dental Infirmary, Fenway.
There will be a meeting of the Le- The importance of diet or proper food
gion Auxiliary Monday evening at j in correcting bodily Ills, which include
Miffed with her “steady” because Later she was taken to Knox Hos
the teeth and oral cavity, will be
7.30.
»
of some subject upon which they pital by Dr. Heald, Russell Davis and
tressed throughout the session.
rould not agree, Alice Cassidy, 17, of Maynard Condon, and was inter
Approximately 100 hunting licenses
The’ first meeting of the Parent- Ingraham Hill, donned niking attire viewed there yesterday by Deputy
have been issued thus far by City
Teacher Association for the season late Thursday night and set forth Sheriff Ludwick.
Clerk Keene.
will take place Monday evening at
The girl had been seen about 10
the high school building, in Miss from her home with no definite ob
The Red Cross executive commito'clock near the so-called South
te<j will hold a meeting at the office ; Cochran’s room at 7-30 A large at- ject in view.
■
tendance Is urged as several importThree hours later she was found Warren bridge. She told Deputy Lud
Monday
at 4 p. m.
j am
ant matters
are to be
discussed, par- , unconscious on Walker hill, in the wick that while in that vicinity a
mawtrs <uvu
uc u«.u»™,
ticularly the attending of the state
u.. .u........ ...
Dr. B. H. Keller has begun his du congress in Gardiner next week.
suburb^ of Thomaston, by three vau- ' motor car turned in her direction,
ties as physician at the Maine State
deville artists—Leon Rancourt of ! and she at first thought it was somePrison, succeeding Dr. A. P. Heald.
TheState board of the PBWClubs Brunswick, C. W. Bean of Freeport body looking after her with a flashis to meet inWaterville Oct. 18, an I and LCon l LaBerge of Brunswick— light. She cannot recall what hapFootball at Community Park this
informal J^t-together p anni
who were homeward boi\nd after pened after that.
afternoon
Rockland—
High vs. Wins . even
----------- —----------ing. and an outmg ounaay ior
w
i **
low High. Good sport and well worth , those who remajn. Miss Kneubuhl, I Playing an engagement in Park The- ( Miss Cassidy is a daughter of
watching.
I National executive secretary, is to be | atre.
j Joseph Cassidy and is said to be of
,
in Bangor Nov. 3, and probably ini
three men took the woman a somewhat temperamental nature.
The Belfast Lions Club is sponsor- ; Bcifast on the following night. Many |. .
. .... ,
.
,
_
, ,, j
ing the banquet to be given in con- members of the local organization ] to Brackett S drug store, where an j The medical attendants are inclined
nection with the 14th annual contest , shouid take advantage of the oppor- j examination by Dr. A. P. Heald failed ' to the opinion that she was afflicted
of the Waldo County 4-H Clubs.
tunity to hear this brilliant and ef- , to reveal bruises or anything that' Thursday night with some form of
ficient executive.
would ordinarily have caused her hysteria. It was said that she would
On the dean's list of Colby College
; condition.
! suffer no ill effects from the incident.
recently announced appear the names
Rev. K. Havenor Cassens of Rock
of Eino Hill of Long Cove ’32, and land, who is continuing his studies at
Miss Avis Brawn of Thomaston '33.
the Eastern Theological Seminary,
‘ON MY SET”
MAKES MANY DATES
Philadelphia, has been appointed
Seven Junior High teachers motorpd choir director and soloist of the
to Lincolnville Beach Tuesday eve Temple Baptist Church, the most
County Agent Wentworth
ning for luncheon at the Inn, return prominent church of that denomina
Sees Busy Times Ahead
ing to Rockland for a theatre party. tion in that city, being chosen unani
mously by the music committee after
For Next Week
Berkley Winslow who has been oft an appearance before them as soloist. 1
two weeks’ vacation from Perry's Mr. Cassens is also directing the j
Tuesday County Agent Wentworth
Market, one of which was spent in musical activities of the seminary, his
will attend the opening of the Maine
Portland, the guest of his daughter, efficient work attracting considerable :
Mrs. Oscar Perry.
egg laying contest at Highmoor
attention.
Farms. Several poultrymen ln the
The Mt. Waldo Granite Corp, has
county will also attend. Several flocks
At the joint installation of Knox
been organized in this city with Fred Lodge, I.O.O.F. and Miriam Rebekah
in the county will be represented at
M. Grenci as president and W. F. .
Thursday evening, the latthis contest for the coming year: M.
E o “i
arC resldents ter Lodge installed these officers, with
M. Kinney, Thomaston; Foster JameThe Navy-Notre Dame foot
of Peekskill, N. V _
MrS. Luke g Davis as installing offlIson, Waldoboro; Arthur Paquette,
ball game, with Graham Mc
| North Edgecomb; R. I. Reds, Luther
Namee and Ted Husing an
j
nri, .
cer: Noble grand, Miss Ruth Rogers;
i TheWoodrowWilson ClubofP°rt- vice grand, Mrs. Josephine Burns;
| Carney, Sheepscott; Hawes Bros.,
nouncing, will be broadcast at 3
land has extended an imitation to recordi 5^^ Mrs. Nettie Stewp. m. today over WBZ and : Union.
Mre/E. C. Moran, Jr., to speak on
t
{inancial
secretary> Miss
j A pullet culling demonstration will
WNAC. Over WEEI Bill Mun
•Womans Obligation as a Citizen ,Thercse Smith; treasurer, Mrs. Grace
day’s description of the Army- j be given Wednesday at the farm of
at its annual luncheon next May.
, Rollins; warden Mrs Gplden Mun.
Fred Greenleaf, Westport. In the eve
Swarthmore football game will
ning the County Agent will attend a
1
tt
roe; conductor, Mrs. Lina ••Carroll;
bc heard.
Lawrence H. Hamblin, son of Mr. inside guardjan Miss Vivian Lud4-H Club contest at Orff's Corner.
and Mrs Joseph Hamblin who is m .,ck outslde gp^n, Mrs. Helen
Thursday and Friday R. F. Talbot,
Ted Husing over the WNAC
Portsmouth Naval Hospital for obser- Paladino; chaplain, Miss Madlene
dairy specialist, will be in the county
chain and Graham McNamee
vation and treatment, would be glad Rogcrs; right supporter of noble
assisting the county agent. A milk
over the WEEI chain were the
to receive mail from any of his grand Mrg He]en clark; left sup.
rival announcers of the World , testing meeting will be held at
friends.
, porter, Mrs. Lillian Cotton; right supCharles Taylor's, Tenants’ Harbor, at
Series. I wonder how many other
_ , _
„
.
,, I porter of vice grand, Mrs. Agnes
1.30 on Thursday, and Friday eve
radio fans agree with me that
t,.Co.' ?age
Bunker, B.S.A., 6f Warding; left supporter, Mrs. Addie
ning at 8 o’clock a meeting of dairyTed
was
an
easy
winner?
Birmingham, Ala., is guest of Mr. and gimmons Marsh's Orchestra fur
] men will be held at the farm of Ro
ors.
.J40?,11' Jr”
CT,° r.r' wished music during the ceremonies
land Gushee, Appleton, to discuss a
ring with Mr. Moran on the Bunker and for dancin and refreshments
PORT CLYDE
dairy herd improvement association.
genealogy which the latter is prq-( W£re scrved
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sorensen and 1
par mg.
son Raymond of Everett, Mass., are ;
GEORGE IL HART
guests of Capt. Herbert Elwell.
“Rockland would have had no airBlue Bonnet Troop Girl Scouts will
Mrs. Norah Clark of Tenant’s HarThe sudden death of George H.
hold its first meeting of thc season in port worthy of the name today except bor was aguest of Mrs. Maud An- [ Hart,
which occurred at his home on
the Universalist vestry Monday at 4 for Capt. Bill Wincapaw” said
j Lake avenue Monday morning, was
p. m. Mrs. Nina Beverage will be In j Charles H. Berry chairman of the thony Sunday.
charge, ai
and the season's work will be airport opening committee in speak- I “r' “d “R ®^HLmrehto^spent
SV?Ck w°
.com"iunltycharge,
intr to ’he Rotarv Club vesterdav uttle son 01 wew HamPsnlre sPenl Although Mr. Hart had not been
outlined.
i Mr. Berry'paid”tribute to Capt WhiI 38 WeU 33 USUal f°r 3 few days'therC
Kendrick Searles, who is con- capaw's ability as a business man aa“^“
°y the aeatn 01 Mrs' 1 was nothing to cause uneasiness in
valescing from an appendicitis opera- with vision in seeing the possibilities Ka
BaDtist Circle was entertained his condition, and his death came
without warning as he was prepar
tion at the U. S. Marine Hospital.'of Rockland and urged the,club to
ing to go to his place of business to
Portland, is getting a'ong well, but cooperate in every way in helping the .p.H-v"
01 M
the lad from the Klckapoo is lone- I ^ort ^ong. His fine talk was well
has mQved intQ thp take up the duties of the day.
Mr. Hart was born in 1863 in
some, and will bc well pleased to hear received and a good crop of volunL, ToMm* rnrHnn
from friendsi teers resulted. The speaker was store owned by Isidor Gordom
Appleton, son of Henry and Abbie
___ | Thomas C. Stone, manager of the
Mlss
Jane. Hyd,c sustained quite (Halil Hart. He came to Rockland
Golden RodChapter, is to conduct (telephone exchange, who touched in- j seriousinjuries Monday as . e
- in 1884, working at first in the
a rummage sale in the Woolworth : terestingly upon some of the present j SBlt. of 8 fal*'® ^.1 nf cooper trade, and then entering the
store, Masonic block, Wednesday, day marvels perfected in the Bell 2$
Burned nu.se and r. Ha
employ of the late Elmer S. Bird
under the direction of Mrs. Gertrude 1 laboratories including sets for the Rockland.who at that time was conducting
Boody and Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt. Anv- deaf, sets for the dumb which inMr and Mrs. Rodney Simmons, thg business at The Highlands.
one having articles to-contribute may | elude an artificial larynx, communi- | are spending the month at Isla
(known then as Blackington’s Cor
have them called for by communicat- cation with all points in Europe from Falls.
ner) taken over by Mr. Hart a few
ing with either Mrs. Boody or Mrs. ! your own instrument via radio tele- \ Miss Julia Hawthorne of Wuey s years later. January, 1931. would
Orcutt.
| phone and the dial system. The final Corner was a guest of Miss Esther have seen 40 years rounded out by
----item came in fd? special discussion , Seavey Wednesday.
Mr. Hart as proprietor of a grocery
Mrs. W. S. Tripp of Thc Highlands because of its installation in Camden. I
and grain business which has al
He
described
the
new
‘
system
in
de

discovered yesterday that one of the
ways held a significant place in the
ST. GEORGE
apple trees on their land has many tail and his listeners were impressed
city’s activities. In the grain end
blossoms and buds, with tender new with its simplicity and manifest effi
_ __________
...Sunday
____ _ of the business he was particularly
At the St. George
Church
leaves showing at the ends of the 1 ciency. It is probable that the cut at g
{he 'subject wm be “Signs of successful, buying only first-class
branches. In accordance with the over will be made Nov. 15 and tlie 1
coming Again of the Lord Jesus brands which found ready patronage
fall custcaji, the apples were gath- project has entailed a large amount |
following will be among the farmers.
ered earlier in.
' the
" week,
' ..................
but at this 1i of* —
work’’ in both Camden and this j awarded Go-to-Church Band pins In 1891 Mr. Hart was married to
time the tree bears every semblance
V^ltin^ Rx°TanT3"SZeJe
1 'those missing no Sunday morning Hattie L. Howes of Liberty who died
Allen, Dr. C. H. Jameson, Arthur service during past four months). in April, 1914. One child was born
to its usual spring wardrobe.
Mullen and Joseph Brewster of Cam- John Kinney. Priscilla Robinson, Jo- to them, a son, Vernon, who survives,
Fifteen members of the Auxiliary | den. Guests were Edward Kelliher anna Robinson. Theodore Caddy and being located in business in Auburn.
of Sons of Union Veterans were en- ! of San Francisco and Charles H. Charlotte Caddy; missing one Sun- 1 Mass. He is also survived by one
tertained Wednesday at an ftll-day ' Berry of this city.
• day, Leola Robinson; and two Sun sister, Mrs. Mary A. Irish of Rock
picnic at the home of Mrs. Melinda
days, Cora Hilt, Austin Kinney, Vir- land, and two nieces, Mrs. M. M.
Oxton, West Rockport. Lobster stew
PALERMO
■ginia Kinney, Louise "Kinney and Daggett, also of Rockland, and Mrs.
was thc feature of the dinner menu, 1 Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Brown and son | gaijy Robinson
M. A. Wade of Auburn, Mass.
augmented by salads, cakes, pies, etc. Lyford and Mrs. Bedford Jago and
Mr. Hart was a director in the
“Tilly and Billy" furnished fun. their daughter Doris of Jefferson were callNorth National Bank of which he
OWL’S HEAD
performance being continuous or non- ers yiere Sunday.
was at one time president, and a
_________________
_____
Rev. Helen H. Carlson has returned member of Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F.
Glop.
[ Arthur Overlock
and sons Robert
| and Merle of South Liberty and Mr. from her vacation and regular servAlthough of quiet and retiring na
Whcn thc Gloucester schooner and Mrs Porest Tibbetts and son Ar- 1 ices will be held at the church Sun- ture, Mr. Hart made a lasting im
Gertrude L. Thebeaud won the first ol t!iur were jn Bingham recently to see j day at 11 a. m. and 7.15 p. m.
print on the community by his in
the fishermen's races with the Blue '
dam
i Silver Mission tea will be held at tegrity in business, his loyal friend
Nose Thursday there was a mascot on ! Porest Leavitt of Winthrop is ! Mrs. Parker Merriam's Wednesday at ship, and his fairness in all deal
board in the person of Chester Mar- assisting his grandfather A. J. Tib- j 2 o'clock.
ings. Many of his acts of charity
shall of Boston, a former Port Clyde , betts with his work,
and help were done in a quiet, self
boy, who is an intimate friend of | Mlss Phyllis Turner who has been
effacing way with no thought of re
Capt. Ben Pine, having been with him : qUite m, js mUeh better,
T ward or return. None of his friends
What Is
in one of the Columbia's races. It ) Mr and Mrs. A. J. Tibbetts and T
is more stricken by his sudden re
was pretty rough Thursday, but Mr. | Mrs Osear Turner were in Brooks U CHIROPRACTIC? O ) moval
than the men in his employ,
Marshall wasn't bom on the ehorp] | Wednesdav to visit his brother and
j particularly Frank Rokes who has
of Knox County for naught and the • wife Mr and Mrs. Hollis Tibbetts.
N been with him for many years and
Station
N
ancient enemy, Mai de Mer, had no 1 I. ’ N. Quigg and Forrest
' ..Tibbetts
........
him as a neighbor as well. To
terrors for him. There will be an bought a pair of Hereford steers of E
I knew
WLBZ
these men Mr. Hart always dis
other race today, and one on Monday, Mr. Mink of Waldoboro recently.
a fairness and interest that
even though the American craft wins Mrs. Forest Bryant and son of JefG played
resulted in the most friendly ties.
today. Later the Gertrude L. The- 1 ferson is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Silas
Funeral services were held at tbe
baud goes to Halifax to participate in Hannan.
H residence
5.25 P. M.
I
on Lake avenue Wednes
the International Cup Race.
: Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lcnfest of
T day afternoon, with friends and
---Manchester visited her mother Mrs. N
Oct. 11
neighbors as well as business officials
Permission has been granted the Orissa Tui
timer Sunday.
filling the rooms. Rev. J. Charles
Girls’ Glee Club of the High School1 Ernest Hannon and son Max of
MacDonald of the First Baptist
to attend the Paderew’ski concert in Portland visited relatives here SunChurch officiated. The bearers were
Portland. About 25 girls desire to (day,
officials of the North National Bank
attend and transportation is being 1
___________
—Arthur 8. ' Baker, Charles T.
discussed. It is necessary for the girls one way of relieving the unemp’.oyI Smalley, Ensign Otis, Arthur B.
to return home after the concert, ment problem would be simply to apPackard, E. F. Berry, C. I. Burrows
Anyone willing to contribute a car to ’ point enough commissions to investtand Ernest C. Davis. The floral
make It possible for the girls to hear gate the unemployment situation.—
(tributes were profuse and of great
the foremost concert pianist of the Everybody's Weekly (London).
beauty, with many set pieces from
world, is asked to communicate with j
--------- ._____
business houses.
Interment was
Enrollments Every Day
Mrs. Marguerite Johnson, supervisor
Rummage sale, auspices Golden,
made in the family lot in Achorn
of music, 36 Brewster street, tele- Rod Chapter, O.E.S., Wednesday, in '
cemetery.
phone 678-R.
J store vacated by F. W. Woolworth j
Evening School
■__
— as___________________ Company.
122-123
; Miniature golf is here at last, a
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
—----------------Tuesday and Thursday
1 fine 18 hole course, the Eaby Grand,
for sale—or to let. Essex automos Repair Shop, Spring street, 1
at Fireproof Garage, Rockland, rear
bile truck equipped for the puropee of will be open Saturday nights hereTEL. 994 or 990-M
selling hot dogs and toasted sand- after for the special convenience of ,
Strand Theatre. Afternoons and
wlches. Easy terms. Inquire FREDER-1 out-of-town natrons Grea^int? head- i
: evenings. Come in and try it.
ICK WALTZ, 165 Broadway. TeL-392-M. ,?.u* 01 town patrons, ureasing, neaa122S143
122-tf light adjusting etc.
114-tf ’
121-122

Rockland
Commercial College

nesday evening at 7.30. Sunday
School comes at 11.45. The reading
room, located at 400 Main street, is
open daily from 2 to 5 p. m.

IN THE

SPECIAL MEETINGS SATURDAY & SUNDAY

UNCONSCIOUS
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At< the Congregational Church tofmorrow morning Mr. Rounds will
I preach on the subject “What Wilt
Thou Do In the Swelling of the Jor
dan?” The Sunday School will con. vene at the noon hour. The Com
SERMONETTE
rades of the Way will hold their first
meeting of the fall at 6 o’clock for
The Trial of Jesus Christ
; supper and at 6.30 for the program.
III.—Christ Before Pilate
, A meeting for the organization of a
Pilate is seated on a raised Girl Scout Troop will be held after
dais in the outer court of the gov ' school Monday afternoon in the vesernor’s palace. He is robed in | try. The Boy Scouts will meet Mon
white, as is the prisoner before day evening at 7 o'clock.
him. Caiaphas the hijfh priest is
* • * *
presenting the case of the people
There will be special Harvest Festi
to the Roman governor. Among val services at The Salvation Army
the charges they stated they had this weekend. A large amount of
found this fellow perverting the fruit, vegetables, canned goods, fancy
nation, and forbidding to give work etc., has been donated by
tribute to Caesar, saying that he friends and will be on display during
himself is Christ, a king. Pilate, the meetings. Saturday 8 p. m„
typical Roman judge, used to Thanksgiving service; Sunday, 11 a.
sentence without mercy, is m., consecration service; 2 p. m., Bible
troubled. A very cursory exami Classes and Sunday School; 6.30
nation had convinced this astute Young People’s meeting and at 8
judge of the innocence of the man 1 the special harvest service with old
before him. Never in his long I time harvest songs and harvest ser
career had such a calm, majestic mon subject. Monday night all goods
and dignified prisoner faced his • will be disposed of by auction. Come
tribunal. He cannot bear to look and get some of your winter’s supply
him in the facte. Pontias Pilate j cheap. Enjoy the fun of bidding and
had received a note from his wife so help on the good work of The Sal
saying “Have nothing to do with vation Army."
* • • •
that just man. for I have suffered
many things this day in a dream
Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the
because of him.”
: Littlefield Memorial Church, will
Caiaphas brought back his wan preach at 10.30 Sunday, subject
dering attention to the case and “What does the Lord require of us.”
to the prisoner. Leaning for The choir will sing the anthem “My
ward. Pilate asked him from the Jesus I Love Thee," J. Lincoln Hall:
bench, “Art thou the King of the Sunday School at the close of the
Jews?’ To which Jesus replied, service; Young People’s meeting at
“Thou sayest it,” Then Pilate 6.15, leader Daisy and Elizabeth Gray,
said to the chief priest, the prose topic, “Marks of n Good Citizen.” In
cutor, and to the people, “I find the evening Mr. Perry will use the
no fault in this man." Instead subject “The Significance of the
of ending the case, they were the Cross To Christ,” which is the flrst
more fierce. “He stirreth up all of a series of three sermons on the
Jewry, from Galilee to this place.” i Cross. The choir will sing “O, Lord
Galilee! That put the case into Abide With Me," Parry. There will
the jurisdiction of his enemy, also be special music. Mid-week
Herod, and he remandPd Jesus to prayer meeting is held Tuesday eve
Herod for trial. Pilate was no ning at 7.30.
* * * *
longer troubled.
W. A. H.
Rally and Promotion Day is to be
observed at the First Baptist Church
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal). morning, noon, and night on Sunday.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services At the 10.30 service the sermon sub
for tomorrow will be appropriate for ject will be: “The Great Need of the
17th Sunday after Trinity: Holy Hour, No. 1," The quartet will sing,
Communion at 7.30; church school at “God is our Strength," Young, and
9.30; matins and sermon at 10.30: “O, God of Mercy,” Briggs. The
vespers at St. John's Thomaston at (promotional exercises of the church
7.30. Friday, Litany and Adoration: ! sch<^VwuT‘be"he'id^t“i2 m". Your
Saturday. Feast of St. Luke the Earmarks," will be the Christian EnEvangelist. Holy Communion at 7.30, deaV01. topic at „ 15 Mr MacDonaid
vespers at 7.30. t t
wm jead. Tlle clqsing Rally Day
mon service will be held at 7.15. The
At the Universalist Church at 10.30 Mmard Hart Class of young men will
Rev George H. Welch willhave as Eelect the hymns to be sung in the
r 3?e-oFl‘S" i l5’S sing." The quartet will sing
Shall Be Last and the Laat First, „The Rour Qf Prayer;. and Carlton
The quartet will sing as anthems Forter win sing a tenor solo
"Fear Not Ye, O Isra^ ®uckJDe.'\; subject of the sermon is "The Great
and "Biess the Lord, Oh My Sou., Need of the Hour, No. 2." The happy
Ivanoff. Church school and Knick- prayer and praise meeting is on Tueserbocker Class meet at noon and day evening at 7.15.
senior Y.P.C.U. at 6 p. m., with Miss
Mary Thomas as leader.
Rev. Jesse Kenderdine, the pastor
| of Pratt Memorial Methodist Church,
Are Sin, Disease and Death Real • wm preach at the 10.30 morning
This will be thc subject of the les- i servjce on “Our Father." Sunday
son-sermon in the Church of Christ j School convenes at 12 noon. Epworth
Scientist tomorrow., The citations League meets at 6 p. m. to discuss the
from the Bible will include: “When topic: “Developing Leaders.” The
the even was come, they brought unto music for the day will be "Tomorrow
him many that were possessed with Comes the Song," Paul Ambrose, sung
devils: and he cast out the spirits as a solo by Mr. Kenderdine; “The
with his word, and healed all that Prayer Perfect." Carrie Jacobs Bond,
were sick.” The lesson-sermon will a duet by Mr. Kenderdine and Doroalso include
passages
„ .
•
, from
z the Chris
o
I thy Kenderdine; and in the evening
tian Science textbook, (p. 76). Sun- [ ••■j>]ley gball Tread Upon the Lion,"
day service begins at 10.30 and Wed- jjauardi sung by the chorus choir. At
r !hls sprvlce at 715 the pastor will
present a lecture on “Serving India,"
[ illustrated by a large number of
stereopticon pictures. These will be
accompanied by hymns on the screen.
The young people's orchestra will be
there to accompany thc gospel sing
ing.

a Mums”
The pendulum swings back to the stately flow
ers as the more humble blooms of the garden
wither and fade away. Carnations, roses and
chrysanthemums are in order now.
We are cutting some fine pnik “mums" from
our own greenhouses—which bring them to you
crisp and fresh. The season for them is short—
so when you think of flowes, think of chrysan
themums.
Why not send some to the Curtiss-Wright Airport
in honor of their Opening?

THE UTTLE FLOWER SHOP
“SILSBY'S"

399 Main Street

Rockland
122-123

Timely Specials
We Are Pleased To Offer Two Especially
Timely Specials

BED OUTFIT

With autumn comes the necessity to
change beds or fit up another room,
hence this very special offer to you.
Bed, 2” posts, 1 ” fillers in several fin
ishes. National Spring and comfort
able Mattress. Complete—

$18.15

CIRCULATING HEATERS

KNOX COUNTY Y. P. C. U.
Young Folks Meet At Tenant’s Har
bor For Organization

A Maine Product
New England's leading family

range for over 50 years.
All styles in beautiful new shades
of durable enamel — buff, blue,
forest green, mottled, light grey
or gloss black, requiring no black
ing. Hundreds of styles for coal
and wood—also combined with
gas if tlesired. (City gas or "Bot
tled” gas.) Brighten your kitchen
and make housework a pleasure
with a modern Atlantic, fully
guaranteed by all authorized deal
ers and by the manufacturer—

THE PORTLAND STOVE
FOUNDRY, Portland, Maine
Ifyour dealer cannot supply you, fill out

coupon and mail directly to
Portland Stove Foundry Co.
Foot of Chestnut Street
Portland, Maine

•

Mail Atlantic Range Catalog to

Name -------------------------------Street______

_ Town__

FOR SALE BY

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
Rockland and, Stonington

Oct. 4 an enthusiastic meeting was
held nt the Tenant's Harbor Baptist
Church to organize a Knox County
Young People’s Union. A goodly
number of young folks were present
representing the various churches ln
the county. The afternoon session
consisted of a business meeting, when
the following officers were appointed
I to serve for a year:
President—Robert Bold, Jr., Ten
ant's Harbor.
Vice President—Mrs. Grace Colj burn, Rockland.
Vice President—John Singer, Thom1 aston.
Secretary—Miss Virginia Egan,
1 Rockland.
Treasurer—Miss Gladys Kitching,
Camden.
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
Rockland was made honorary presi
dent. It was voted to designate the
organization as “The Young People’s
Christian Union of Knox County."* A
fine supper and entertainment fol
lowed the afternoon session and at
the evening service Rev. Mr. Mac
Donald gave a challenging talk, his
subject “On And On.”
BORN
PEASE—At Wiscasset. Oct 11. to Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Pease (Grace Crosby), a
son.
CURTIS—At Rockland. Sept. 30, to Mr
and Mrs. Oeorge Dewey Curtis, a
daughter, Helen Louise.
JOHNSON—At Rockland. Oct. 8. to Mr
and Mrs. Herman E. Johnson, a son.
Harry Sterling.

These new heaters are rapidly replacing all old style
stoves because of their remarkable efficiency and low
operating cost. One heater will keep three to seven
rooms comfortably warm. Also there is no neces
sity to rip up floors and make dirt installing them.
They are handsome and very modestly priced—$45
and up. Your Old Stove Taken In Exchange!

CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Telephone 980
313-319 Main Street,

Rockland. Me.

SALE EXTRAORDINARY OF

Chamber Sets-Mattresses

MARRIED

/

WATTS-MORRIS—At Tenant's Harbor.
Oct. 4. by Rev F. W. Barton. Vernard
J. Watts and Miss Etta M. Morris, both
of Tenant’s Harbor.

Dining Room Chairs
Tables etc.

We are selling the entire furnishings of the
Rockport Hotel, planning to complete by the
end of the month.
Furnishings of all sorts—Beds and Mattresses
of exceptionally fine quality

DIED
TAYLOR—At Rockland. Oct. 10. Sanford
J. Taylor, aged 69 years. 9 months. 15
days. Funeral Sunday at 3 o’clock
from Burpee parlors.
KNIGHT—At Thomaston. Oct. 10, Annie
O.. wife of Walter W. Knight, aged 61
years. Funeral Monday at 1 o’clock.

ROCKPORT HOTEL

( ARD OF THANKS
Wc take this way to express our thanks
and appreciation for the many kindI nes.es shown by friends and neighbors
I in the loss of our father, brother and
uncle. George H. Hart; also for the
beautiful flowers sent as last tribute.
Vernon Hart. Mrs. Mary A. Irish, Mrs.
M. M. Daggett, Mrs. M. A. Wade.

Central Square

Rockport, Me.
Call at the Hotel

121-123

CARD OF TllzANKS

Wp wish to thank all those who were
so kind and helpful to us during the
sickness and death of our beloved wife i
and mother; also for the many beautiful
floral offerings sent as tokens of sym
pathy.
Edwin S. Hooper. Mr. and Mrs, W. N. |
Hooper. Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Webber, Mr.,
and Mrs A. W. Hooper. Mt. and Mrs. I
Fred Seavey, Mr. and Mrs Fred Hooper.

1885

1930

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials in Stone

122S-tf

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 LIMEROCK ST.

‘

ROCKLAND

Osteopathic Physician
Telephone 136

Every-Other-Day
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HER

SUMMER

IN

EUROPE

Mrs. Sadie Leach Visits Ancient German Cities and Sees “
Fipal Evacuation By the French

WALDOBORO
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The Paragon Button Corporation
will resume operations Thursday.
Harold Flanders attended the TriState Convention of Undertakers in
Lewiston.
Rally Day was observed last Sun
day at the Baptist Church.
George Simmons, Mrs. Jennie Hall
and Miss Grace Simmons accom
panied Francis Reed to Portland.
Mrs. Lillian Reed and Miss Bessie
Reed have returned from North An
son where they have been visiting
Mrs. E. R. Hunnewell
Mrs. Annie Thompson. Miss An
gela Perry with Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Perry of Rockland are on a motor
trip in Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse have
been in Boston a few days.
A. E. Boggs leaves Friday for a
week in Washington, D. C. This trip
was arranged by Berry. Dodge Co. of
Boston for their salesmen who had
a certain amount of coffee sales to
their credit and Mr. Boggs is one of
the lucky contestants.
Nelson Bond of New York is the
guest of his sister, Mrs. George
Boggs.
George Howard and Frank Benner
motored to Portland Sunday, return
ing with Mrs. Howard who has been
visiting in New Hampshire and
Massachusetts.
The installation of officers was held
Tuesday evening by Good Luck Re
bekah Lodge in Odd Fellows hall.
The ceremony was preceded by a
supper at which about 150 members
and guests were at table. D.D.P.
Shirley Bowley of Warren was the
installing officer and she was assist
ed by Idella Feyler of Warren as
marshal. The new officers are: N. G.,
Annie Genthner; V. G., Gladys
Coffin; recording secretary, Maude
Coffin; financial secretary, Luella
Mason; treasurer, Ethel Benner;
chaplain, Ella Benner; R. S. N. G.,
Nellie Overlock; L. S. N. G., Florence
Shuman; R. S. V. G.. Martha Ben
ner; L. S. V. G., Esther Shorey;
warden, Evelyn Levensaler: con
ductor, Emma Boggs; I. G., Oliver
Crowell; O. O., F.arold Flanders;
musician, Audrey Genthner.
A
pleasing program brought to a close
a most enjoyable occasion.

(Fourth Installment)
(one great tower 400 feet high and six
Wiesbaden is noted for its hot j lesser towers, 14 alters and 20 minor
15
17
11
lb
springs, 32 in number, said to be verv chapels.
W
beneficial for rheumatism and all
Mainz possesses numerous Roman
mu
W 19
20
21
18
sorts of ills of that nature. Before remains the most remarkable of
the Romans came to conquer Gaul, : which are the Eichelstem, a maa6 of
w
W
these hot springs were frequented, so stones supposed to be a memorial
21
25 2b
23
24
history tells us, and during the first erected in honor■ of Drusus, and the
three centuries of the Christian Era ruins of the- Aqueduct of Zalbach.
27
is a marvelous gymnasium, a
2tt
29
they were famous throughout the I There
Roman Empire? Pliny wrote that seminary for priests, a normal school,
gallery, museum and public
Di'
they retained their heat on the third art
n 31
1
30
library. Among the industries which
day after being drawn.
r°nC9 f
the manufacture of artificial
The surroundings at Wiesbaden are I Include
4rO|r
pearls,
Isingglass,
tobacco,
vinegar,
33
32
35
34
! very lovely, full of varied interest and soap, musical instruments, furniture
teeming with business. Broad ave and articles in leather, the first and
LLLUV SW
nues and boulevards bordered with last have particular reputation.
w 37
38
40
3b
39
j beautiful trees, fine buildings and
ITt>rZS^,»'n)ZZrul»>ndt
When
we
returned
to
Wiesbaden,
fascinating shops lend color and we saw the French soldiers evacuatI
42
43
*ic
ciStQti°n
D
m
44
45
beauty. The opera is notably good, j ing the Rhine, the last ones to leave.
the opera house itself being a mag The occasion was one of great celenificent structure.
There_ are fine bration, with beautiful decorations of
4b
48
47
49
,
concern several times a Jay-bands.
particularly
w
orchestras, vocalists, mornmg aft*
flowers erected on
50
51
53
52
ernoon and eveningl a feature of
corners whUe the celebra_
Europe noted throug
tennis tion had every appearance of friendThere are fine p>lf courses, tenms
the £
shaki
hands
°°O)»
54
bb
1 courts, swimming and baths, gaming
the policemen and cltlzens
tables In the Casino or “Kurhaus,'
was an evidence of gladness to
moving pictures, cabarets, dancing, j there
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) ; VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
and a series of lectures on every see them depart.
40-Moun‘ain between 11-To break suddenly
1-A craw
imaginable subject. There is a very
&*
Europe and Asia
13-A game played on
4-One who foretella
THEY MUST BE BRED
fine Natural History Museum, also
41- Preposition
1
horce-back
e*«nta
'■‘■S''?*
the Nassau Museum of Antiquities.
42- Pertaining to the
8- An opening
15-Aet
; There are gorgeous fire works and Those Husky 200-Egg Pullets
9- Decimeters (abbr.)
side
16- lndefinite article
illuminations, and open air fetes,
45- lowa (abbr.)
19-The bed of a
i Tourists throng Wiesbaden, particu
Do Not Come From Weak, 12-Walk
stream
14- A sunken track
46- Place
larly American tourists. There is an
48- Currency
2C-Sorrowful
** a.
worn by a wheel
Inferior Stock
English church there, and during the
",3-An apse
15- Goddest of hunting 49- Poisonous snake
occupation by the English army there
26-Pertaining to the
(Gr. Myth.)
50- Clip
“You cannot raise a flock of big,
was an English newspaper published
moon
52- Recompense
husky 200-egg pullets from weak, in 17- Buatle
semi-weekly.
53- Greek god of war 28- Fish eggs
ferior breeding stock, any more readi 18- Ahead
a a • •
29- A constellation
19- Order
54- Rend
It is said that if one stays a whole ly than you can make gold from tin," 21- The (Sp.)
32- Evident
55- Moved rapidly
month at Wiesbaden, one can make said Melville Wilson, poultryman of 22- The chief divinity
Boy: My Ma doesn’t make as good
33- Any sphere of
.VERTICAL
I a different excursion every day. The Cumberland Center in speaking re
contest
(Egypt. Myth.)
Kur Parc, with its fine old trees and cently over the radio. He said in part 24- Emperor (abbr.)
doughnuts as your Ma.
1-Computes
35- Elevated
big pond reflecting the architecture as follows: “If your pullets are really j 25- Combining form.
2- Decay
36- Lowest tones of the
of the Kurhaus in the still waters good, you can depend upon it, that
3- Either
male voice
Oil
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
1 where swans swim about majesti- somewhere behind them there has
Other BoY: I know she doesn't,
5- Plural suffix of
37- On top
27-Part of a ship
STEAMBOAT CO.
cally is the favorite afternoon prome- been a man who knew how to mate 29WINTER ARRANGEMENT
38- A playing card
some nouns
An astringent
nade. The State Theatre, copied j up his birds. Good stock never comes
and my Ma told me why.
(In
effect Oct. 1. 1930)
6- Greek letter
40-Licks up
mineral salt
Vinalhaven Line
after the Grand Opera House at by accident. It must be bred.
43- Exist
7- Reclaim
30- Frozen crystals
Steamer
leaves
Vinalhaven dally ex
Paris is verv handsome, located south | “Let us consider then some of the 31- bmal| bird
44- Ever
cept Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving In
8-To let fall
BoY: Why?
of the Kurhaus with its main en- qualities and practices of a success- 32- A tree
Rockland
at
9.20
A.
M. Returning leavea
9- A coin
47-Bind
SWAN’S ISLAND
Rockland at 2.30 P. M. direct for Vinal
trance in the new Colonnade. Its ful poultry breeder. First, he is a
49-Exist
10-An old colored
34-Remotely
haven.
arriving
at
345
P. M
more imposing aspect, however, is man of visions and ideals. He has in
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
51-Fether
nurse (Southern
36- Foundation
Other Boy: Because my Ma says
The
first
airship
to
anchor
in
the
‘ toward the park where a statue of his mind a very definite picture of ( 37- Skill
Steamer
leaves
Swan's
Island dally ex
53-A month (abbr.)
U. S.)
harbpor arrived here Monday having cept Sunday at 6 A. M.. arriving at Ston
Schiller stands in prominence.' the type of bird he wishes to evolve.
ington
at
6.55
A.
M..
North
Haven at 7.50
-------------- St
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
she doesn’t use Norman R Flour,
made the trip from Boston in three A. M . due to arrive at Rockland
Operas are magnificently presented He knows whether he is aiming for
about
hours.
The
machine
was
owned
by
! here. A monument of Emperor Wll- ’ standard type, size, fancy feathers,
9 o'clock Returning leaves Rockland at
NORTH HAVEN
and that’s over half the secret
Alexenderia Forbes of Philadelphia 1.30 P M . North Haven at 2.35 F. M..
liam I. is in this park, standing no ‘ egg production, or a combination. He
Stonington at 3.40 P M„ due to arrive at
who owns a summer home on Har Swan's
great distance from one of Bismark, studies an up to date copy of the
Island about 5 o'clock.
of good doughnuts.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Thornton are
bor Island. The plane was anchored
Our next step was Heidelburg. On American Standard of Perfection.
B H STINSON. General Agent
taking
their
annual
vacation.
They
“
He
is
a
keen
observer
and
a
com

here
from
Monday
afternoon
until
our way by motor bus we stopped at
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
Wednesday morning.
the Darnstadt Schlosse Museum to petent judge. He notes the size, motored to Englewood, N. J., where
BoY: I'll tell her that. “Oh! Boy
home news, at the Old South News Agency,
A party of friends and neighbors the
see the painting of the Burgomaster's height, carriage, alertness and vigor they are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Washington St., next Old South Church.
Madonna by Holbein. It is the of the bird. He looks for a long deep Burke at the Morrow estate. Mr.
met Tuesday night at the home of
what a doughnut!’’
original canvas, painted in 1520, with body, with broad shoulders and full and Mrs. Vinal Hopkins accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith and gave
the portrait of the burgomaster who saddle. He examines the head for a them, stopping in Short Hills.
them a surprise party. Dancing was
donated the painting in one corner, short stubby beak, a bright prominent . Services were held at the Northin order, with Llewellyn Conary at
shown in an adoring position. In eye, fiery red comb and wattles, and 1 east schoolhouse Tuesday evening,
the accordian. Games were played,
j other rooms we saw beautifully in a smooth face with no beefy folds , with a good attendance, especially
a solo rendered by the host and re
laid floors, wonderful porcelains, unl- over the eye. His trained fingers the young folks.
freshments served. Those present
i forms of various types, walking sticks, readily discover whether his hen is
were; Mr .and Mrs. Chcever Ames,
Rev. and Mrs. M. G. Perry and
in laying condition, whether she pos daughter Lucille of Boston are visit
pipes, etc.
Mrs. Margaret Sprague. Mrs. Rilla To market your Poultry in season
Of course the University of Heidel sesses quality, or whether she is ing friends in town.
Jellison, Mr. and Mrs. Lew Conary,
for the Jewish Holidays
burg was the object of our visit. Go handicapped by deformities such as
Mrs. Hester Freethy, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
Freeman
Robinson
and
son
We Will Pay Highest Prices
ing into some of the rooms upstairs a crooked breast bone or a displaced spent Thursday with her sister, Mrs.
James Sprague. Mr. and Mrs. Jud
we saw on the walls rude sketches hip. He holds vim, vitality and vigor Elmer Hopkins.
Many undergraduates suffer from son Smith, Harry Smith, Mrs. Jean
COHEN BROS.
made by students by means of the of supreme importance.
the disease called Youth, just as nie Bums Mrs Mabel Stanley.
Edgar
Hopkins
celebrated
his
58th
Call C. W. McKellar, Warren
smoke of lamps, resembling charcoal
“He is a farsighted planner. He
many venerable people suffer from Rachel. NJoulden and Charles Joyce.
birthday
Wednesday
at
the
home
of
Tel. 2-3 or write for details
sketches. Very good, too, .hey were. studies and develops a program which
the disease called Age.—Willikm Lyon Mr. arid Mrs. Smith received a
109-tf
We saw the so-called “Prison Room” enables him to select and mate his his sister, Mrs. Forrest Calderwood.
Phelps.
number of nice gifts.
where students were kept for punish birds in a manner that will give
Miss Blanche Cushing has returned
ment. with sketches on the walls, greatest results and then gets busy from a sightseeing trip to Bermuda.
usually of the students held there for and puts his plans into effect.
She found it very warm there and
misbehavior. In these rooms were
“He possesses pride, pride in his glad to get back to North Haven
just rude cots. On the walls of the flock more than in his equipment. again.
, stairway were sketches of black cats, Money will buy elaborate equipment,
Makes one think of winter with
ranging all the way from tiny kittens but it takes brains, years of experi “The Stationery Shop" closed. Papers
to enormous creatures, also done In ence and hard labor to build up a have been removed to W. S. Hopkins'
lamp smoke.
§ »
flock of truly superior hens.
store with Miss Gilchrist still in
“For one thing I am seeking early charge until G. H. Thornton returns
We took a motor bus to the Castle maturity. All pullets that have not from his vacation.
which is partly in ruins. We saw the laid before seven months are culled.
Miss Isa Beverage is visiting her
! gallery, chapel and banquet hall. Cockerels must show fairly good de sister, Mrs. Alice Thomas, in Melrose,
The great sight for nearly all tour- development of comb and wattles at Mass. Miss Constance Carver being
I ists is the great tun in the cellar. four months and be virtually mature in charge during her absence.
. Built in 1780, it is a marvelous piece at five and a half or six months. In
Miss Betty Haskell, the youngest
of coopercraft, with a capacity of breeding from large cockerels, I affix daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
50,000 gallons. It has succeeded to a time limit to growth, as I do not Haskell was taken to Knox Hospital
two other tuns, one built In 1591 and want big clumsy pullets that will not recently for treatment.
the other in 1664. Perkeo, the court lay until nine months.
Dr. N. K. Wood and Dr. Banks are
jester, to whose great thirst the pres“I want a good number of good
for a short stay.
lent tun is traditionally ascribed, is sized, good textured eggs. There inAtown
special gasoline tank is being
the favorite figure in Sheffel's popu fore, I am trapnesting, and culling installed
at the Wayside Service Sta
lar romance "Der Trompeter von those which lay too few or too small tion by the
JOHN BIRD COMPANY
Texas Co.
j Sarkkingen.”
eggs, others which take too long a
R. C. Danforth, the High School
On our way back to Wiesbaden, we winter vacation, and those which quit principal,
met with a mishap when
Rockland • Maine
passed through the Worms and the job early in the summer. Special he sprained
his ankle Thursday,
Mainz, in the former city seeing the pens are then made up of the very
famous statue of Martin Luther. best hens mated to pedigreed males. while at school.
The Bar Harbor nurserymen are
Worms is one of the oldest cities In Many of the chicks coming from
Germany, and the scene of thp these matings are pedigreed individu again at work at the Morrow estate.
Rev. and Mrs. Milton G. Perry are
Nibelung Ring, Immortalized by ally, and serve as the source for
*
S24
FARM, DAIRY and
POULTRY SUPPLIES
SEEDS
Wagner. It was occupied by the cockerels for the next year's pedi guests during the week of C. S.
Thrifty buyers who compare these —and never have we featured them
Staples.
Mr.
Perry
was
for
seven
Romans and destroyed by Atllla, and greed pens. This year one of my spe
prices and examine these cars will at savings so lelttractive. Come—
afterward rebuilt by Clovis. It was cial pens will be headed by a pen- years pastor of the North Haven
the former residence of Charlemange pedigreed cockerel given me by a Baptist Church, and is now assist
want to share in this unusual offer- buy and make your transportation
and his Carlovingian successors. It friend. He is about as near my ideal ant pastor of the Dudley Street Bap
FEDERAL and TEMPLE STS.
PORTLAND
MAINE.
ing. For we can truthfully say that dollars do double duty. Come early
was the place of convocation of many as I have ever possessed. He weighs tist Church of Boston.
Mrs. Frank Beverage suffered a
never before have our stocks of low- and choose from nearly every popuGerman “diets” or councils, and was 734 lbs. at five and a half months, has
erected into a free Imperial City by good color and type, Is chock full of painful mishap Saturday afternoon
KEEP THE HOME COZY
p'riced cars been as fine or complete lar make and ^ybdel.
Emperor Henry V, The most famous ‘vim, vigor and vitality,’ and has a at Vinalhaven when in a fall she
With the AMERICAN READYGLO
“diet” held here was that at which carriage as conceited and cocky as narrowly averted serious injuries.
New Portable Gasoline Heater
With Arthur and the children they
Lusher himself appeared before Corporal Himmelstoss himself.
spent an afternoon’s outing with
Ecfore the furnace is lighted and when the rooms
Charles V. and the Princess of the
"Lastly I consider the yearly test friends.
get chilly after sundown. An economical way to keep
Empire, and was commemorated by ing of my breeding stock for pullorum
Dr. Herbert Putnam, librarian of
the important monument of Luther Disease indispensable.
dampness and disease out and bring cheer and warmth
r\
the Congressional Library in Wash
in. Cuts down your coal bill and cuts out doctor bills.
erected in 1868.
•u
left Tuesday morning after
Lights like a gas stove. Runs 15 to 18 hours on one fill
Marion Talley is quitting farming aington,
weeks visit at North Haven.
ing. Gives intense, healthful sun-like heat. Adjust
1927 STUDEBAKER 4-DOOR SEDAN. This car
Industry and commerce of Worms to go back to singing. The corn crop
Dr. Nathaniel K. Wood of Boston
able 14-inch polished aluminum reflector concentrates
’‘
is in nice condition and is priced very low for quick
were large during the Middle ages, having failed, she is in search now of with his niece Miss Charlotte Wood
heat where you want it. Beautifully finished in green
‘ and its population at the time of the more appreciative ears.—Greenville of Kingston. N. H„ are guests at the
and black crackle lacquer. Stands 19Vz inches high.
sale.................... ............... *375
Hohenstaufens averaged 60.000. At Piedmont.
Inn this week.
Special Price For This Week ONLY
the close of the “Thirty Years War,”
In connection with the repairs
i>*
■
1927 CHRYSLER VjQUPE This is a popular little
NEW shipment of Fall Bulbs just in. Send for catalog
j it was about 30,000. It was almost
upon the Pulpit Harbor Church an
now ready
destroyed by the French In the de_
_
coupe selling as a great bargain. This car is parPOULTRYMEN
interesting incident has been the re
2730
j structive war of 1689. and soon after
ceipt of $24.97 from Mrs. James
tloularly clean tffc|ighout .... ’.................... *275
was rebuilt on a smaller scale. The
Bray of Owl s Head for these repairs
ATTENTION!
site of the old town is only partially
if needed and especially if the money
That’s probably exaggerated, about i occupied by the present one, the rest
This continental idea that before
can be so used to go toward some
,o\et■
1929 CHEVROLET 4-DOOR SEDAN. Looks and
We want all your LIVE POUL
a
New
York
magistrate
who
was
so
being
laid
out
in
gardens.
Here
in
marriage a young man should be able
—at, c»h
sounds like new,' yjust be seen to be appreciated.
special object as a memorial of the
TRY.
Highest
Prices
paid.
Call
crooked
that
when
he
was
brought
1743 the offensive and defensive alli
to run. jump, fight, and swim, seems
chapel
at
Vinalhaven
where
18
years
er write Charles 8hane, care of
a revival of the preparedness propa- up before himself on a graft charge ance was entered into by Great Brit'
ago meetings were held. Mrs. Bray
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
vn 8°°*
■
A rCmarkable
.................................... M95
gander.—Rochester Democrat and he asked for a change of venue.—De ain and Austria with Sardinia. Warren
at that time had a Sunday school
3-3 and trucks will call at
Among its churches is the Cathedral
troit News.
Chronicle.
there and when this group was
°ru.ck 1S 01
'
1928 PONTIAC 4-DOOR SEDAN. This car in Al
built in Byzantine style with four your door. Referencaa: Any poul class
broken up there was left in her care
try raiser.
towers, founded in the 8th and com
mechanical
condition, and is a great bargain at
a small sum from collections in that
pleted in the 12th century. On the
class.
This
sum
has
been
in
the
tb
1
5
ver
y
i..... ...........-............. *595
CHARLES
SHANE
CO.
hill near the church, called LiebfrauSecurity Trust Company all these in
27-tf
I enkirche, there are fine vineyards.
tervening years and now amounts to
Mainz is one of the most ancient
•U
•
■
1928 PONTIAC LANDEAU SEDAN. A reliable light
the above mentioned sum. In a very
and strongly fortified cities of Ger
six cylinder car. ..Js in nice condition throughout.
fine
letter
Mrs.
Bray
expresses
her
many, having for its site a gentle
interest in the religious welfare of
A bargain at ............................-..................*395
slope on the left bank of the Rhine
North Haven and its church and has
BURPEE
near the junction of the Main. The
sent this money at this opportune
io:
history of Mainz connects it with
time. At a recent meeting of the
UNDERTAKERS
1 Rome from the year 13 B. C. when
church acknowledgment was made,
Drusus built on its site the castle of
Since 1840 this firm has
and a note with gratitude spread
Easy G. M. A. C. Terms—Small Down Payments—Balance
Maguntiacum; but it owes its real
faithfully served the families
upon the records.
importance to Charlemange. It has
a Few Dollars per Month
of Knox County
Another schoolhouse meeting was
a quiet celebrity as being the birthAND THAT IS
LADY ATTENDANT
held
Tuesday
night
at
the
North
, place of Gutenberg, the inventor of
Tel. Day 460 ;
761-1
East.
1 printing. Among its churches, one of
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
i,
A
the most noted is St. Ignatius, with
California produces vast quantities
I its beautifully painted roof. The
of minerals. Other products are
BURPEE’S
cathedral, a memorable building,
grapes and letters from Hollywood
begun in 978, and after having been
TALE HOME
65 Limerock Street
Rockland, Maine
«
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
ROCKLAND, ME.
asking the old folks for fare home.—
destroyed by fire or through war six
A BO I 1 LE
W.
P.
Rowley.
——----------------------- . k ■
J 4 ,d a
I times was restored by Napoleon, has
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BIG SAVINGS Now Offered

W

qfMLY ONE

Magic Water
COTE’S

C. W. HOPKINS

Every-Other-Day
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A Friend in Need
pTh’eJtjest “friend in need” in case of fire, accident, theft or death is—INSURANCE; and the average person
carries less than half the insurance he should for the protection of property and family. And by insurance
is meant all kinds of insurance.
For there are all kinds of insurance available. In fact, to list them here would more than fill the page. That
is why we have “insurance specialists.” There are men in this town who specialize in insurance, and who should
be consulted about your insurance problems just as you consult your doctor on the problems of your health.

These men can advise you as to your individual insurance needs. They can help you secure the protection to
which you and your family are entitled.
INSURANCE is an important COMMUNITY PROBLEM! Lack of insurance is one of the primary causes of
poverty; and poverty in a community works a hardship on everyone. TO BE PROPERLY INSURED is an
OBLIGATION WHICH IS OWED YOUR FELLOW-TOWNSMAN!
There is no definite schedule of insurance which a person should carry! Individual conditions and circum
stances govern individual cases.
PROPER INSURANCE PROTECTION SHOULD HAVE THE FOLLOWING SCOPE:.
V*

'

1: Protection of family in case of death.
2: Protection of property against all types of loss.
3: Protection of income in case of accident or sickness.

4: Protection for age-retirement.
lYOUR insurance problem is worthy of intelligent thought and action NOW.

1
»

T

McDOUGALL-LADD CO.

. *

1

BOOST FOR YOUR HOME TOWN
AND EAT

“HOME TOWN BREAD”
IT IS THE BEST

INSURANCE

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.

Authoriz.d D.al.r. in

Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty

A. C. McLoon & Co.

Moody’s Gas & Oil Station

THE REXALL STORE

Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE

______________ROCKLAND, MAINE_____________

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

LOBSTERS

'

Ag.nt. for Tho Texaco Co.

Manufacturers and Jobbere of

FINE CONFECTIONERY

ANDES FURNACES, OILOMATIC OIL BURNERS
Heaters of <11 Kinds—Winter Hardware—Coal and
Snow Shovels—Aladdin and Coleman Lamps

C Willed 3
78 PARK STREET

TEL. 966

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

CUTLER-COOK CO.

Camden

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

COR.

THE SPECIALTY SHOP
MAIN a ELM STS. TEL. 288 ROCKLAND

Center Cmae Company

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

G. A. LAWRENCE

ANTIQUES, WALL PAPER, PAINT

Union,

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corp

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

F. J. SIMONTON CO.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

REAL ESTATE

COR. MAIN < PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Established 1868
Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PHARMACY CORP.
a LIMEROCK STS.
ROCKLAND

COR. MAIN

I. L. SNOW CO.
MARINE RAILWAYS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Central Maine Power Company
NORTH NATIONAL BANK

ROCKLAND

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Rockport,

Rock. Marble & Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THURSTON OIL CO.

ROCKLAND

................... ..

ALFRED P. CQNDON

KNOX COUNTY'S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Vinalhaven,

TEL. 648-W

>

C.M. BLAKE

Warren,

444 MAIN ST.

THE FLINT BAKERY

Knox County Motor Sales Co.
FORD PRODUCTS

.

Many towns have been seriously handicapped by individual poverty due to inadequate life insurance
protection or to devastating fires without proper fire insurance protection. Let’s not take these chances

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold
16 HIGH STREET

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY
IVORY SOAP EXCLUSIVELY
878 MAIN 8TREET

ROCKLAND

M. B.

& C. 0. PERRY

FUEL AND GROCERIES

DYER’S GARAGE
DODGE SALES & SERVICE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

CAMDEN

“GREGORYS”
“GOOD CLOTHES”
ROCKLAND, MAINE

DRINK “HOWDY” AND SMILE

THE THORNDIKE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
PARK 8TREET

ROCKLAND

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

TEL. 727 ,

ROCKLAND

FIREPROOF GARAGE

THOMASTON
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WARREN
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In Everybody’s Column

Lost and Found
LOST—Khaki

truck

cover

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Blanche Livia Fuller of RockcTtTF nF ma inf
port in the County of Knox and State
M.Ait
j of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
To all persons interested in either of August 9. 1926. recorded in book 209.
the estates hereinafter named:
I page 510. Knox Registry of Deeds, conAt a Probate Court held at Rockland, veyed to the Rockland Savings Bank a
in and for the County of Knox, on the | banking corporation duly chartered and
of September In the year of. organl^d uE5er The laws of
.Stale
our.
one .thpusaad
¥?'"«• having. place of business at
, ,h!rtv and by adjournment from Rorkland. Knox County. Maine, the fol
t0 d/y “rom the 16th day of said
lowing described real estate:
September the following matters having
1. A certain lot or parcel of land,
been presented for the action thereupe situated ln said Rockport, near Comon hereinafter indicated It ls hereby . merctal street, on the westerly side of
Ordered:
the lot of late John J. Cloughs home-

Probate Notices

between

Rev Clifford Bright, evangelist, Of Advertisements ln this column not to exceed Washington and Camden Finder notify
and Mrs.
Wilfred Martelle of
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig who with Wil- : Mrs. Carrie B. Cavanaugh who has r* Mr.
7i
--- 1UrnviHnnrn T? T RihlpRnbnn, ' three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times A
S. PRINCE.Camden. Tel. 97. and reliam T. Smith motored to Boston with been visiting her son Charles A. Cav- Portland hate been looking up Old the Providence, R. I. B e school f r -0 cent9 Additional line* 5 cents each ceive reward, or phone770,Rockland,
will preach at Union Church Sunday for one time. 10 cents for three times, six
122-124
Mrs. Ludwig's sister-in-law, Mrs. anaugh for a few days, returned friends intown the past week.
Mrs. A. T. Norwood, Mrs. Leroy | night at the 7 o'clock service. Mr words wake * line.
LOST—Pocketbook containing money
Dean, has returned and opened her Tuesday to her home at Portland,
.'----------------------------BewJrt
house on Beechwoods street for the A motor party comprising Mrs. Norwood. Mrs. H. D. Sawyer, Mrs.: Bright is a guest of his sister, Mrs
National Bank and 218 Main St. Reward, i
Wanted
winter.
Ralph Blakeley, Mrs. Elmo Crozier, Edwin Emerson and Miss Raychell. W. E. Townsend.
Return to FIRST NATIONAL STORE. 218
Main St.
I22*lt
Mrs. Albert Hall was delightfully ’ Mrs. Elizabeth Curtis and Mrs. Sadie Emerson were among those present | Mr. and Mrs. Tappan Sargent who
____ _ . .___ ____________ _
LOST—Black and white bull dog with,
surprised on answering a telephone I Peers of Camden and Mrs. Roger at a dinner bridge party at"Union have spent Hie summerJn town, left
Re-!
‘J for New York. They will sail condition hag dump and stake bodies, black over one eye; black collar.120-122
call to hear the voice of her son Wil- Orkins of Belfast, spent Monday at Monday evening with Mrs. M. C. Friday
W MULLOY. West Rockport. Phone ward TEL. 532.
Stephenson as hostess. Mrs. Sawyer Dec. 1 for southern France and Italy J.
liani who has been absent from home Bangor.
Camden 152-4.
122*124
where they will spend the winter.
for three and a half years. The mes- A.ton Bartlett is soon to move hi. had the first honors.
ysgawt.
‘""'a-'.a iwsi'sst-jss-j** «--•$.“j '“{imste’“”■
Frank Fowles who has been the day
Mrs. Waiter Thayer of Bath has
sage came from New York wheie Wil- family from the Adelaide Mo
Tn Accordance with the°nro*vision^of The weeks successively in The Courier-’ Carson lot; thenco south 27*2 deg. east,
arrived in a vnrht
He house on Mechanic street, recently been the guest of her sister, Mrs. guest of his aunt, Mrs. Henry New
WANTED--Mam
woman
Tor
I 8tate
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS Gazette, a newspaper published at Rock- thirty-lite rods to a stake and stones;
WUOHMI
Law
ROCKLAND
SAVINGJ
waTfomS oTihe Vanderbilt yacht P“^d by Mrs. Edward W Bok. to Howard Norwood.
nuurxLAi’iu
oavidgo land
___ ln said i-..then
bert, left Saturday for Natick, Mass r™te *?1 Ro,ckla‘ld' forTInahio6Watkins
County that they mav
may, thence
thence north
north 19
19 deer,
deg. pasi
east hv
by na ctnnn
stone
mVTor ' BANK, by E. D. Spear. Treasurer Rock
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Ingerson
and
$35
weekly.
Chance
for
reliable
hustler
|and
Malne
Oct
n
193
q
122*S-12! appear at a Probate Court to be held at J wall, eleven rods and sixteen links to a
Union took the honors from War
122*S-128
Ara, but the past summer has teen in the Edd>’ house on Mam street.
said Rockland, on the 21st day ol Octo- stake in the wall; thence north. 85 deg.
to make big paying connection. Write
and
Mrs.
Chas.
Webster
returned
Mr.
The
Donald
Dodges
who
have
been
a smaller yacht. William is planning summeringl in town, will leave next ren Monday when the last game of Monday by plane from Rockland. They C. WORLEY. 231 Johnson Ave.. Newark. LOST—Saturday between Limerock ber A D 1930. at nine o'clock ln the east four rods to a stake ln the wall:
N. J.
119-S-1311 St. and St. George, red leatherboard case forenoon, and be heard thereon If they thence north. '8 deg. west, twenty-eight
the season was played at Union, score
to come home soon for a vacation,
-h
-. ' containing
hosiery. Finder please notify see cause
1 rods anti elghtt n links to land now or
have enjoyed a week's motor trip
nouse JT T-V
St
'Tol
'^AN\^vJGw1iMn'5nn ttorn livX
E DAIUTW
RAWLEY. nn
120 T.n.ornclz
Limerock St..
Tel.
after which he will again enter Mr. Thursday for Chestnut Hill, Philadel- was n-10.
U1TTH K-4KK-AQ
late
nf
South; formerly of said Carson to a stake arx'
through
Maine
and
Canada,
whicli
work. Apply WINDSOR HOTEL, Myrtle ggg.j
l20*tf
MATTIE KANKAS late
of bout l stones. thence nirth. 66 deg. west, by
phis.
...
__
Rev. Harry Erbe of Thorndike
Vanderbilt's service.
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petit
ialld now or fOr,,ier]y of sa)d (;ar3on
121-123
The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon
be the speaker at the Baptist included a visit to tire University ol st.
l£ni Probat® thereof asking that said sev(,ntepn rods and {our nnlcs t0 the
Capt. Enos Verge is at home from day evening with Miss Carrie Libby ! will
Maine, where Mr. and Mrs. Ingerson's WANTED—Girl or young woman to i
Church
at
the
morning
worship.
Will
may
be
proved
and
allowed
a
d,
place
beginning; containing two acres
handle sales novelty—big money for i
the summer yachting. His season ter at her home on Amesbury hill.
To Let
daughter Allegra is a student.
that Letters Testamentary L sue to and Q])e hundred and nineteen square
Mrs. Frank Stahl is quite ill.
smart personality. References required.!
Hilma Kankas of South Thomaston, she.
. .,
nr less
minated about a month earlier than Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blakeley will
O.
P.
Lyons
is
spending
the
week
Call at ROCKLAND PHOTO STUDIO
Mrs. Charles Young entertained
TO LET—Furnished tenement of 5
t,heanEHeCUtrlX camed
sald Wl"!
2 Also another piece or parcel of
usual. The long spell of good ieave Monday for Philadelphia where last weekend Mrs. Susie Philbrook in Boston, guest of relatives.
439 Main St., Rockland.___________ 121-123 rooms. Good location. In good con
without Dond.
, )and situated ln said Rockport and
weather gave opportunity for so they wdj remain for the winter.
The Needlecraft Club met Friday WANTED—Housekeeper. MRS HAR dition. ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375 Main ALBERT F. VOSE late of Union, de- : bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning
Oyster River. Mrs. Olive Brazier of
122-tf ceased. Will and Petition for Probate on Beach street, at the private way leadRIETTE CARVER. Owl’s Head.
Tel. St. Tel. 77.
much sailing that his employer had a Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stevenson, Jr., of
_________
night with Mrs. J. H. Carver.
Thomaston
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Waltz.
120-122
TO I ET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement thereof asking that said Will may be: (ng to what was the Rufus Shibles’
sufficiency.
of Camden were entertained Thurs
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ames left 385-22.
TO
LET
—
unfurnished
5
room
tenement
Jeruel Hart, the local fiddler, was
and allowod
wiqwed gnd.that
»na tnat Letters
setters homestead: thence N. 70 deg. west, by
—Position as housekeeperr in and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U. i[ P^ved an(J
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Benner, day evening at the home of Mr. and a recent guest of Dick Emery at Lew Wednesday for Rockland where Mrs orWANTED
122-tI ^stamentan I sue to OkArW Carrol said private way, six rods and eleven
near Rockland by young woman with COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
small
child.
Write
or
call
G.
M..
care
j
—
----—
—
—
—
—
—
---------------------------of
Rockport,
he
being
the
E?xecutor
Joseph Bradlee, George' Newbert. Lo- Mrs. Frank Rider.
links to land formerly of said Shibles;
iston. He pjayed at three dances Ames entered Knox Hospital for treat Farrand’s, West Meadow road. Tel.
thence N. 70 deg. east, by land formerly
TO LET—Comfortably
heated roomnamed in said will without oona.
die Cross, Baldy Hahn and Ralph The Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. while there and also at the Grange ment.
of said Shibles. ten rods to land formerly
179-R
120*122
j
with
bath
at
10
RANKIN
ST
121-123
w
L.
JOHNSTON
late
of
Rockland.
Philbrook are leaving Sunday for tne Church will serve a public supper fair at Auburn. Mr. Emery suc
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Johnson re
of Lara Gardner; thence S. 28 deg. east,
-----------------------------------------------------—
;;
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
WANTED—Collie or fox terrier pup.
trail of the AUegash to hunt big game. Wednesday evening at the vestry, the ceeded in getting Mr. Hart to repeat turned Wednesday from Boston.
TOLET—Two nice stores with
good thereOf asking that said Will may be by land formerly owned by said Gard
JACK PERIE. South Cushing. Me.
ner. six rods and eleven links to said
cellars
at
15
and
19
Tillson
Ave
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
Mrs. Charles Chillis and daughter
Edward Benner motored Wednesday nienu to consist of baked beans, the "Irishman's Love Letter” for the
120*122 GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave Testamentarv
A John«^
Johns,. Beach Hill road; thence S. 70 deg. west
im .io Testamentarv issue to William A.
Muriel
returned
Wednesday
from
to Nashua, N. H„ in record time with salads, pies, etc.
Tel.
4.
Rockland.
by said road, ten rods and seventeen
WANTED
—
Employment
as
domestic,
121-123
ton
of
Rockland,
he
being
«.ne
Executof
benefit of the immediate audience
links to the place of beginning; con
by young girl or to supply by day or
named in said will without bond
Fred Trenholm for a passenger. Mr. r Mrs. Ralph Wilson and daughter and also for the microphone which Rockland.
TO LET—Good clean dry storage for
taining
sixty-three rods, more or less,
hour.
TEL.
695J.
120*122
JAMES A. TEtL late of Matinicus IUt
Mrs. Charles Grindle and Mrs. B
Trenholm superintended the erection , Leohne, who ha'e been the guests of the latter had not noticed was close
furniture and stoves.
Inquire J. __
H
with the buildings thereon.
121*123 Plantation, deceased. Will and Petition together
of the Knox Memorial building. HeqMr. and_Mrs. Leslie C. Deane, re l by. Mr. Hart says that he enjoyed K. Smith entertained the Silent WANTED—Housekeeper’s position ln MELVIN. 21 Gay St.
3.
Also
another piece or parcel of
for Probate thereof asking that said lnnd. cituated
respectable male family, good hoipe pre
turned
Thursday
to
Criehaven
in said Rockport, on the
Sisters
Thursday
at
Rockaway
Inn.
was master of the business and the
TO LET—Modern house in Thomaston. Will may be proved and allowed and easterly side of said Beach street, and
ferred to high wages, or care of an in
every
minute
and
would
have
given
Rehearsals have begun on the 3-act the radio audience more of a treat if
issue
Moses Webster Lodge. F. & A. M valid. have boy 9. best references for Apply MRS. EVELYN PEASLEE. 121-123
Tel.
lei. I' that
tnat letters
neiters Testamentary
lesuunciiuu y
ks»uc to Uhounrif rl m fnllnuc- Rnrlnnln,,
building is a memorial to his skill.
Eugenia A Teel, she being the ^ecutrlM^^^t
bolt in the
W
will confer the Master Mason degree both of us. Cali or Write to MRS. susie 189-w, Rockland.
Charles Henderson andHarry Bick- P>aV “Deacon Dubbs" which is to be lie had noticed.
-----------tn caid wtn Without bond.
at an iron Doit in the 1.ledge and
Talbot Ave., city. 120*122. ----------------—
------ furnished rooms
TO LET—
Two
for »ooXxArt
amed ln
aald.WU1
, street,
four rods southerly from the southwest
on three candidates Tuesday night. E BROWN. 259 __________________________
nell arc hunting big game in north- Presented sometime this month,
WANTED—Middle aged woman for light housekeeping. Inquire 34 FULTON I CHARLES A
OVERLOOK late of corner of land now or formerly of Frank
ern Maine
under the auspices of the Trytohelp [
Miss , Mildred
Torfason
returned housework
121*123' Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petition Robinson; thence on said street, north
Tel. 733-M.
.
. ,
, . ...
for man. light work, small ST
c Richard r, FUint Charles Shorev Club. This is a roaring comedy and J Thursday of last week Mrs. Inez Thursday
__ _
„
for Probate thereof asking that said 50 deg. east, five rods to land now or
from
several
days
visit
in pav, but good home. Call at 26 LINDEN
TO LET—Garage at 25 MASONIC _ST._ j
may
proved and allowed and* formerly of said Robinson; thence on
and'otmald^Gforge will goon a hwt- “ ?*raw a large cro?l w
' Libby °f Thomaslon was the *Uest Rockland.
- ‘•
ST., alter 5 p. m.
120’122
120-122 that Letters Testamentary Issue to Ella land now or formerly of said Robinson,
WANTED
—
By
collector
silver
mugs.
ing trip near Chesuncook Lake next An all day session of the Farm of Mrs. Herbert Kenniston.
The Emanee Club met Thursday
TO LET—Furnished three room apart- M. Overlook, she being the Executrix south 31 deg. east, eight rods to stake
T d v
Bureau will be held Tuesday at the
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Starrett had as evening with Mrs. L. C. Smith.
a^5 „^b«£h;5d
^7|ment. modern conveniences
Apply 6 named ln said will without bond.
and stones; thence south. 50 deg. west,
old or over. Highest prices paid. BOX . mn
y
q
't
WILLOW
8T.
'
120*122
their
guests
this
week
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ESTATE OF CHARLES M. IOTKROP five rods to stake and stones; thence
Mrs. Maud Demuth spent the week home of
i^ia Mann; subject:
Mrs. P. J. Clifford left Wednesday
Rockland.'
120*131
north 31 deg. west eight rods to the place
late
of
Union,
deceased.
Will
and
"Time
Saving
Dish
Washing.'
Fred
H.
Reddy
of
North
Andover,
i.'.vTon
TO
LET
—
Five
room
apartment
with
for Boston
with Mrs. Jennie Hall in Friendship.
Petition for Probate of Will and for of beginning; containing one-fourth of
Mass.
Mrs. Cora Carlon left Monday for Chance on small poultry farm In' Maine 20tCamdenOdsetn'
’’l^o’lK Administration with the Will Annexed an acre; for courses, see old deeds.
Dr. Winchester Hardy of Newton
12u
4 Also another parcel of land, situ
Rev. D. T. Burgh was in Boston Boston. Enroute she visited relatives or New Hampshire. Could milk two 20 Camden st- Tel 63S,-J. asking that said will may be proved and
Center and daughter. Mrs. Antoinette
Church Notes
TO LET—Down-stairs rent, furnlshel I _______
auOwed_____
and_______________________
that Administration with ated in said Rockport, on the southerly
r Pnrtionrf
or three cows. Willing to work for small
Allen were guests Thursday of the Methodist: Sunday morning serv this week for the Legion convention. in rornana.
wages if given good home and kind or unfurnished. All conveniences. Rect the Will annexed be granted to William side of said Beach street, and bounded
Mrs. Wilbra Billings who has been treatment. Write E. W. S.. Box 8. Ash reasonable. A. W. HUTCHINSON. 4:5 g. Lothrop of Rockport or some other as follows, to wit: Beginning on said
doctor's sister, Mrs. Helen Watts.
ice as usual at 10.30 with sermon by He stopped in Portland on his way
120*122 suitable person without bond
120-122 Old County Rd..
street, north 61 deg. east, five rods and
visit relatives.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Point.
• • • •
the pastor; Sunday School at 11.45; to Rev.
ESTATE OF CONVERSE E. JONES late eleven links from lnnd of the late Rufus
stitchers
at1 TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
Charles Paul of South Port Coombs, left Thursday for Bath.
WANTED -Experienced
Reginald Henderson is ill with evening service at 7 o'clock at which land spent a few days in town this
118-tf MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St. of Washington, deceased. Petition for Shibles: thence S. 29 deg. E.. eight rods
Dr. and Mrs. Charles D. Fillebrown MODERN PANTS CO.
Tel. 874-W.
120-tf Administration asking that Sarah H? to S. & S.; thence S. 42 W.. seven rods and
grippe
the male quartet will sing, ‘‘Calvary"
WANTED
—
To
loan
money
on
auto,
Webb of Washington, or some other sixteen links to S. «fe S.: to land formerly
left Monday for Belfast.
________________________________
“ .7""
A good sized delegation of Odd Fel- and "Let the Song Go Round the week.
household furniture, diamonds,....
etc. . In- TO LET—Cozy rooms for light house- i
of said Shibles; thence N. 2734 deg. west,
Miss
M.
Grace
Walker
entertained
Mrs.
Richard
Allen
entertained
at
terest
3
per
cent
per
month
on
unpaid
keeping
at
122
Camden
St.
MRS.
FRED
hEnci
«P •
four rods and twelve links, to an angle;
lows and Rebekahs attended the in- Earth.
Thursday evening prayer Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett at bridge Tuesday evening at her home balances, knox finance co.. 16 kenney.
120-122 Wllnoul “"J?0
thence N. 11 W. six rods and thirteen
ESTATE
OF
AUGUSTUS
ANDERSON,
stallation at Rockland Thursday service at 7.
School St., opo. Postofflce.
118-tf
(?) to said Beach street, to S. & 8.;
on Carver street.
S?aCoeJ0r^°r,anBoen V- F late of Friendship, deceased, first and links
njght
Baptist: J. S. Pendleton of Water- supper Wednesday.
thence N. 61
deg. east, by said street
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
anaj account filed for allowance by ff
Wednesday. "Watch," a collie be
Miss Edith Libby left Saturday for
five rods and eleven links to the place
Mrs. Kenneth Spurling of Rowley.
Executive Secretary .of the longing
_____________________________________ 120-11 Walter Anderson. Admr.
For
Sale
of beginning; reserving a right of way.
to
S.
E.
Norwood,
was
run
her
home
in
Wollaston,
Mass.
She
Mass., is spending a week's vacation United Baptist Convention of Maine
TO LET—A house on
Purchase St.. 5 ESTATE OF SARAH A. DANIELS late twelve feet wide, on the
easterly side
and killed.
was accompanied by Mrs. L. B. Dyer. FOR SALE—Dodge Straight Eight rooms,
modern. Call at 41 FULTON ST. Of Union, deceased, first and final ac- i of the above described lot for the lots
with relatives and friends in Thom- wlU be the sPeak« at the Sunday over
District Rebekah Lodge, No. 51,
Housekeepers at Union Church standard sedan. Sept, delivery. Driven Tel. 213-R.
120-tf count filed for allowance by Gardner F. J on the back.
aston and Warren. She was an over- "?orwnS ser™e' Other, services for I.O.O. F. held its installation of Circle
another
piece or parcel of
Thursday were Janet Carver, 300 miles. Sold to settle estate of late TO LET—Garage. $5 month. V. F. Daniels. Exr.
. . 5. Also
. '
night guest Monday of Mrs. Grace tbe "eek w 111 be as usual.
. . _
.
69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
120-tl
ESTATE OF NANCY A. CRIE late of land,
land, situated
situated In
said
Rockport,
and
officers Monday evening when these Maude Peasley, Florence Mullen and G H Hart call 153.____________ 122*124 STUDLEY.
1
i
f'riphaven
dpcpiscd
fi^sf
and
final
ac1
described
as
follows,
to wit:
Beginning
La Course. Mr. Spurling arrives
‘ flPed lor auiwanJe by John R. , ?’ corD"
formerly
of Orison
Up?
Emma
Winslow.
FOR SALE—New 4-room bungalow „rT?nf^,Nh^ 6 hOnOtm«n°rtUS% drnwXr'
officers
were
conducted
to
their
NEW
HARBOR
Friday to accompany his wife back
* llam and Rufus Shibles; thence northchairs by D.D.P. Shirley Bowlay. as
Miss Lucinda Young is spending the ^dE£ar£ “hocking""^ Ge^ee.10 Tel’ or •unlnrnlehed. hot and cold water. Dunton Admr. d. b. n
lights, bath and shower, cement
. MIIIra
easterly by land formerly of said Upham,
to Massachusetts.
I
----sisted bv DM. Adele Feyler: N. G..
in town before leaving for Au- Tenant s Harbor 11-13 or Tel. Rockland electric
cellar, set tubs, sunny location. H. H.ESTATE OF GEORGE A. MILLER late
twenty rods to land formerlv nf Inhn
Miss Winn, town nurse, has re- Frederick Detwiller who has been Mrs. Laura Brackett; V. G.. Mildred week
gusta to take State examination for 21-3._______________________ 122-tf STOVER. Ill Limerock St. Tel. 1201.
of West Rockport. Anal account filed for Clough; thence south 31 deg
east by
turned from a visit in Massachusetts guest for the season at the Gosno'.d Waltz; R. S., Carrie Smith; F. S.. registered nurse.
120-122
allowance
by
Jeannette
Philbrook,
Admx.
! land fofmerly of sald ciough. sixteen
FOR SALE—Large blue and white pord. B. n. c. t. a.
j rods t0|s & s to land 0{ B p Pauj
where she was a spectator at the pa- Arms left for New York Monday Edna Modre; treasurer, Norah Rus
TO
LET
—
Sunny,
well
heated
double
Robert Packard and linemen of £,a‘n
ESTATE OF E. FLORENCE ROGERS now or formerly; thence southwesterly,
atemoon.
room. Board if desired. CALL 105-3
rade of the American Legion.
. ,
j
j j
sell; warden, Laura Robinson; con- Rockland are at uork in town, lo- Appietorr, Maine.
122*124 Thomaston.
120*122 late of South Thomaston, deceased, first parallel to the first named course or line^
Mrs. Lulu Simmons has returned to
account
filed for allowance by Myra S. twenty rods to stake and stones: thence
*
ductor, Gertrude Starrett: chaplain, cated at Central Hotel.
FOR SALE—Apples. McIntosh Reds,
TO LET—T.ar^e front room on first
Admx.
a parallel line with the second line above
Meduncook where she was called by and confetti ball at Salt Fond Park M. Grace Walker; musician, Adele
Samuel Jones returned Tuesday pound Sweets and Snows. J. F. cald- floor well h^ eBoard if desired; rea- Day.
ESTATE OF EARLE R. TITUS of nanied sixteen rods, a northwesterly
the sickness and death of her sister, Friday night.
ERWOOD. Union. Me.
122*124 sonable price. CALL 105-3 Thomaston.
Feyler: R. S. N. G.. Shirley Bowley; from Knox Hospital.
Rockland. Petition for License to Sell, course, to place of beginning; containMrs. Lizzie Cushman.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. McFarland and L. S. N. G.. Alice Brown; R. S. V. G..
120*122, Real Estate filed by Arthur J. Titus for- lns? tw? acres together with a right of
W. F
________________________________________
Installation of officers of Ocean FOR SALE—Upright piano. $60. ---------Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Winchenbach little daughter Pauline motored to Chissie Trone; L. S. V. G., Viola Bound Rebekah Lodge took place TIBBETTS, 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R
TO
at | merly
^a'^_°’,er ancl no?v,.or Xorm®rly of B.
A V-/ LET
I 1.1 A —AFurnished
VA A A11'llVkl Aroom.
VFV/A11 • AInquire
—“ —w VA A A O (Av
111V1 1J of
VZ A Rockland,
A VVZ V *A A A* AAV4, now
AAw W of
v/A New
I'v »< York.
A W•
—— •
122-tf
60 WILLOW ST or Tel. 1089-Y.
120*125 N Y. Guardian asking that he may be f Paul. a.s granted Caroline Wentworth
of Framingham, Mass., are visiting Damariscotta Monday,
Durgin; I. G.. Anna Starrett; O. G., Wednesday night at Odd Fellows hall.
licensed to sell at private sale certain, ln her deed, and the said Grantee (?)
their sister, Mrs. Alma Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gifford and Parker Starrett. Visitors were pres
Mrs. Luke 8. Davis Of Rock- runntng°order^’$8<> ’“w V’TIBBETTS1 ,r™ ^l^McCARTY Northend1 'drug rea* estate belonBln^to said "ward situ- ^a‘?’ala a fe”cep ay,inst.
now
Mrs. Ruth Brackett is planning to family were Sunday callers at Joseph ent from Miriam Lodge, Rockland, D.D.G.P.
land was installing officer. The new lis union St
297-R
ig?t !™re. ° L' McCARTY' Morthend
ated ,n
and descrlbed in udd | formerly of said Paul and his heirs,
6. Also another lot or parcel of land.
petition.
reopen her school next Monday. Mrs. Gifford s Round Pond.
Lodge. Waldoboro. Bethel officers are: N. G.. Hilma Webster; FOR SALE—Two electric motors. 7’2 TO LET—Two furnished rooms for FSTATF nr lAMF^ f r.RiNDFr istp I lituaied la tald Rockport, near said
Bi .ckett has been ill with tonsilitis.
Capt. George Gilbert in the Wil- Good Luck
p. and 2 h. p.. in good shape; also ^eke^^. ga.^ .
aild bounded as follows:
Union and the Richmond V. G.. Beulah Drew; F. S., Villa Cal h.
^find = filed ,; 5cacb
Standard computing scales. W. F. TIB
Services at the Baptist Church Sun- ]ard Daggett is at the Harbor for a Lodge,
Lodge. Refreshments were served. derwood; R. S., Nellie Wilson; Treas . BETTS. 143 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
day will be: 9.45 a. m. Sunday school; few days.
•
122-tf
past noble grand jewel was pre Sada Robbins; Chap., Sophronia Tol
room furnished
11 a. m. morning worship, topic "Your jjy and Mrs. William Garner who The
lnqu1^
f ■ ssiJSSS!
man;
Warden,
Carrie
Cassie;
Con
.
sented
to
Carrie
Smith
by
the
pres

FOR SALE—Hard wood. Fitted. 14; long All_____________________________
modern improvements.
Shadow;" 7 p. m. united service of have been spending the season at
Ruth Billings; R. S. N. G., Addie wood. $10; Just sawed. $12; also lumber. 12 ELM ST.
ent
noble
grand,
Laura
Brackett.
church and Christian Endeavor, lead Gull Rock returned Wednesday to
Bucklin; L. S. N. G„ Hester Ames; T J carroll. Tel 263-21.
122-tf
TO LET—Several nice rents, all modESTATE OF FANNIE H. DYER late of links to land formerly of Enoch Wenter Vernon Packard.
their Massachusetts home.
FOR SALE—Fifty R I R. pullets, lay-, ern .furnished and unfurnished. H. H. Vlnaihavcn. derexsed. first and final I worth to stake and stones; thence
I.
G..
Beulah
Gilchrist;
O.
G..
Arthur
„
j
Ing.
Waterman
strain:
also
work
horse.
STOVER,
111
Limerock
St.
Tel.
1201.
account
filed for allowance by Lloyd J. south C2 deg west, on land now or forMiss Edith Wilson will spend SunMr. and Mrs. Frsd Wyllie accom
Lemuel Russell of Long Cove was
R. S. V. G.. Alice Raymond; g years old john McKenzie. Spruce
117-122 °yer' Admr.
merly of said Wentworth, eleven rods
day and holiday with her sister. Miss a Sunday caller at M. F. McFar panied by Mrs. Fred Butler, Maurice Pears;
L. S. V. G.. Christine Christie; pianist, j Head.
121-123
ESTATE OF BENJAMIN K. WARE J and, twenty-two links_ or there abouts to
Hortense Wilson. She will come from ianj's
1 Wyllie and Mr. and Mrs. Chester Augusta Clayter. After the cere- | FOR SALE—The fine Stromberg-Carl- TO LET—Tenement of 4 rooms and late
land formerly of Rufus Shibles; thence
of
Washington,
deceased.
Petition
shed, partly furnished, $3.50 per week.
Malden to Portland by train, to be ___
Administration asking that Forrest north 30>2 deg. west, by land formerly
Mrs._____________
Edward Bailey,___________
Miss Jeanette Wyllie went by motor to Lewiston monies lunch was served.
son radios, a Roils Royce of all radios. TEL. 1199-W.
117*122 for
H.
Bond
of
Jefferson,
or
some
other
said Shibles twelve rods and twenty
...m.
i... .....Can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave.
met there by her s;ster, Mrs. .Mary Eaney and Kenneth Colby motored Wednesday where they visited the Miss tLucille
TO LET—Tenement. Inquire 16 MAV suitable person be appointed Admr. with
to stake and stones, to an old wall
Davis has returned shapiro bros.. Rockland.
121-tf
new Montgomery Ward store,
Overlock with whom she will motor Thursday to Bethel.
ERICK
ST.
or
Tel.
99-J.
117-tf
‘
bond.
>nd.
1
on
what was formerly said Shibles’ land;
FOR SALE—1915 Hudson touring car.
A gathering of 30 members and from a week’s visit in Lewiston.
TO LET—Four room apartment with) ESTATE OF DORA F. METCALF late: mtd^nlneUen llnka'^r^himVilX^ r°?S
to Thomaston.
William Loud and Cleon Hanna
good running order. Price $50 cash. E. bath, also another of 5 rooms and toilet, of Rockland, deceased, petition for adTOrner^nf °Lnrt ennam°UtS> tO
Miss Anna Dillingham. Frank Jor- have recently had oil burners in guests of the Sons of Union Veterans
O. PERKINS. Riverside St.. Warren. Me. ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89 Park St ministration asking that
Harry T.'
°rh forWHITE HEAD
dan and Miss Margaret Jordan re- j staiied in their homes,
Auxiliary enjoyed a baked bean din
________________________________ 121-123
Tel. 438-J.
116-tf Sukeforth of Grand Valley. Colorado. ' ddrth 61 > , dee
nr?
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Beal of i FOR SALE—R. I. Red pullets. W A
-- ■ '
-. .
..
■-. i,
—... f,r come other suitable rersnn be 911
r
‘
“ deg. east, on land now or
turned Thursday from Portland.
Kenneth Colby of Damariscotta ner at the home of Mrs. Mary
TO LET—Six room house on Grace 3t nolnted Admr wlthout bond
“
P
formerly of said Minnie J. Shibles. five
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lord. Mr. spent ]ast week visiting at b E. Teague Wednesday. Guests present the Light spent the weekend in , Paul. Rockport._________ 121*123 ERNEST
C. DAVIS. Fuller-CobVDavis.
‘
A
without bond.
rods to thc pJace of beglnning; together
and Mrs. Lampson Milton of Rock- Eailey's.
were Miss M. Grace Walker and Mrs. Jonesport, guests of his parents, Mr. ’ FOR SALE—Rich black loam, also cow
112-tl
ESTATE OF JOHN M SPEAR late of with a right of way.twelve feet wide
__
................
'Yarre?- deceased, flrst and final account1 on land of late Orison Upham, and adand Mrs. Edwin Beal. They motored I
KT w w BUTLER, Rockland, --zzt- ,--. ..
land and Mrs. Thomas Horsely ot
Friends are pleased to learn that' Maude Field.
Mrs. C._ F. Simmons will let filed
_
filed for
for allowance
allowance bv
by Alice
Alice S.
S. Snenr
Spear, ininino*
120*122 . TO LET
Joining land
land now
now owor formerly of said
her apartment of 5 rooms to a respon- Admx eta
Thomaston will start Monday on a Capt Edwarcj Brackettis rapidly
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner, Mrs down with Edwin Faulkingham,, e ' b
Minnie J. Shibles from the premises
went home nn 4R hnnr
FOR SALE—One double geared winch ?!!?>?_ _____
___ winter.
_____
Party
..for
the
Call
at
21
Witness
.
'
MELZER
T
CRAWFORD.
tour that will take in Quebec, Mont- recoverjng at the Memorial Hos- Levere Jones, Misses Elizabeth and TTflrn whn
above
described
to said Beach street.
wno v.ent home on 48 hour
llft ten ton coui4
use<j t0 ^aui talbot ave. or Tel. 8-R.
7. Also another piece or parcel of
Esquire.
Judge
Probate Court
for
real and Niagara Falls. They expect pita! Damariscotta.
Winifred Winslow, Mr. and Mrs. A leave.
I out boats, and one ten horse power ———--------g——
•
----- of- -------land, situated on the easterly side of
Capt. and Mrs. O. F. Hilt Of Port-| hoisting engine ln good condition. E. rooms, ele .ti'7pp?,r.. •.
/ e<l?.r..^t ’. fo4r Knox County. Rockland. Maine
to be at home Thursday.
is much needed in this lo- T. Norwood. Mrs. M. C. Stephenson
Ilshts, toilet. MRS. .1. A
Tel. 398-3 Camden.
ESTATE OF GEORGE W. MAGEE first said Beach street, ln said Rockport, and
i and flna, account ft,ed for a,lowance by bounded as follows, viz: Beginning on
• * • •
1 cality. Nearly every one's well is and Mrs. Fossett, the last two of Land Head Light, and Mrs. Lucy ‘ H PHILBRICK
120*123 JAMESON. 40 North Main St. Tel. 456-R
---------------------- --------------------------------- 1"8-11 Alan L. Bird. Administrator d. b. n. c. t. a S'?..-P; ,'?south
Out?..?'
e.st corner
west
The Half Hour Reading Club will j dry, and some are hauling water from Union, went to the fair and chicken Robinson of Redstone. N. H.. spent
FOR SALE—Rabbits, 3 Chinchilla does;
land now or formerly of W. L. ClarkApartment in fcHCKneil block.
fioiAifi Ur UtUKUb w. MAGEE of
supper given by the Grange at North a day recently with Keeper and Mrs. buck 4 months old- nalr New Zealand 1U
thence touth. 42 deg. easf thirty-five
hold a meeting at the library Mon- i a long distance.
reds <doe bred); Flemish Giants (Sthals
Thorndlke
determine Inheritance Tax rods and thirteen links, to land now or
A. J. Beal.
Waldoboro Tuesday.
d. b. n. c. t% a
day evening at 7JO. New plans for
----------------bred). MRS. FLORENCE R. COWING. Lobster Co- Tel- 208.
118-tf filed
"'“•* by Alan L. Bird, Admr.
*■*
-----formerly of said Clark and said Carson
Capt.
and
Mrs.
E.
M.
Mills,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Spear
and
Attest
:
Jefferson,
Me
Box
73.
120-122
the winter will be discussed. All memROCKVILLE
to a cement post: thence south. 70 deg
CHARLES
L.
VEAZI>.
Register.
•
family of Westerly. R. I., were in town U.S.C.G. motored to Gloucester Tues
west twenty-four reds to old lot line
bers new and old are urged to be
___
FOR SALE—Crawford wood-burning!
Miscellaneous
119-S-125 (Fales survey): thence north 28 deg.
day
to
attend
the
fishermen's
race.
Wednesday
looking
up
old
friends
stove
in
good
condition.
TEL.
538-M.
present.
Mrs. \y. P. Richardson and Mrs.
west,
twenty-nine rods and twenty-two
120*122 : THREAD VALUE—(1200 yard spools). |
They were accompanied by Mrs. J.
Services at the Federated Church Rav McDermott spent Tuesday of last and relatives.
’Ink’ to said Beach street; thence north.
FOR SALE—Oakland
Rival
parlor Equals 12 reg. 5c spools. No. 60 white or
Notices
ot
Appointment
W.
Kelley
and
son
Jackie,
who
will
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
Cunningham
49
east
by said street, sixteen rods and
on Sunday will be as follows: Morn- we‘k with Mrs F w Robbins,
stove, good condition; also baby carriage black. Guaranteed standard. 25c each
seven links to the place of beginning:
ing service at 11 o'clock. Subject: Mrs. Lenora Fores is having shing- accompanied Mr. and Mrs. William proceed on by train to Falmouth, | and stroller. Inquire 355 BROADWAY.
25; PostPai<J- LAWSON TEXcontaining
four acres, more or less.
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro120-122 i TILE CO.. 9 Aster St.. Providence. R. I.
“The Lure of Pessimism.” Evening ling done on her buildings. Addison Cunningham back to their home in Mass., for a two months' visit.
8. Also another piece or parcel of
122*lt' bate for the County of Knox, in the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lester
Alley
of
the
Marmaroneck.
N.
Y..
Monday
where
land,
situated
In said Rockport, easter
——
State __
of Maine,
_
hereby certify
... that it*
FOR SALE—Poodle dogs. MRS J W ——
service at 7 o'clock when the topic Co;iamore is doing the work,
120*122
ACRES. CATTLE. HORSES. CROPS, the following estates the persons were ly of land of this grantee (?) and
Light have returned from a ten days' | Thompson. 28 winter st
will be: "Attractive Religion." SunMrs Percie Fisa and Mrs. Allen they will make a visit.
'll/.*,, va attractive
n ♦ t rn/.*<,-/, bldgs
rre* pg. 9.4
O*./,,,*',. j appointed Administrators
a
• ■ . .
bounded
as
follows:
Beginning at a
Picture
24
Strout's
or
Executors
Miss Julia Libby spent a few days trip to Jonesport.
FOR SALE----- R
™ea,dy I aataloau«- k°°d 7-room house, new 40x62 J and on the dates hereinafter named
day School at the usual hour 9.45 a.m. j Gardner visited Mrs. Ulmer in Thomcement post, at her north easterly
Miss
Ina
Kinney
attended
the
!
to
lay.
Extra
good
stock,
free
from
dis
with
Mrs.
Raymond
Bomeman
this
corner
now
or
formerly
or snld Carson's
Mrs. Wilbur Strong accompanied as,on last week
____
, v^l^tntadbAarntaIesa|ndhmark°et!e: vldu- . AARON w WINCHENBACH late of
land; thence south 42 deg. east, ln range
Wiley's Corner Grange fair Wed- , ease EDOAR MOODY- Tel. 94 Union,
her husband this week on his business Mrs. Thayer who has been confined week.
120-122 ; able woodland, brook pasture and 45 acres ™£m^£?”,'__de.c.ea^?'__ ®.ePte’?ber 16lh. with the northerly line of what was for
I clear for crops. Only $3200 and If settled
ptarrett of Thomas- merly said Carson s lot. ten feet to a
Mis. Clara Lermctod assisted by nesday.
trip.
to her bed. for several months re
- ,________ , ,,
- -- ,, TT
FOR SALE—Furniture, stoves
aPP°lnted amti
Exr. i *
Jane .Stickney entertained
de
stake and stones; thence south. 70 deg.
Mrs. Emma J. Seavey, Mrs. Ella mains about the same.
John Crockett of North Haven was | automobile, also rabbit hound. H. d*. now 3 horses. 3 cows,- heifer?, shoats.
------ : ton
at was
mro'r
♦
1 Mrs.
.....
_____
ALBERT
COPELAND late
late of
of Warren. west, twenty-four rods or thereabouts
ALB^T COPELAND
Thorndike and Mrs. Esther Newbert Miss Olive Tolman is having some ; lighhully at a dinner Party Thurs at White Head and Pleasant Island GARDNER. New County road. Rockland. J^s. all hay. corn, grain, \egetables.
___
.
.
Flora C. to old lot line Fales survey: thence north
Monday
and
Tuesday
after
sheep.
I
120
’
122
and
f
“
ru,t
';
re
'
El*?
0
1
S?
P
te
.
“
be
r
1
2
‘
h
1930
'
were supper guggts Wednesday of Mr. repair work done on her buildings. daV- Guests present were Miss Susan
------------------------and radioincluded; part c:^.h.
Write Peabody and N. B. Eastman, both of 28 deg wont, on said lot line, ten feet
H. W. Andrews has a weir full of FOR SALE—Lady’s silk plush satin today for freecatalogue. STROUT Warren were appointed Exrs. without to land now or formerly of said Carson:
and Mrs. Alpheus Jones. In the eve H. J. Lymburner of Rockland has the Stevens, Mrs. Benjamin Watts, Mrs
lined, large coat. Worn only few times. AGENCY. 813-DG Old South Bldg
Bor- bond.
thence north. 49 deg. east by land now
herring among which are quite a
ning there was a pleasant gathering work in his care.
' Laura Brackett and Miss
ESo^W.^hJ^^. CmT
122^
MARY-E DYER .ate of Rockland, de- or formerly of said Carson, twenty-four
few mackerel.
at the Jones home in honor of Mrs. Gravel is being put on the Rock- Walker.
_
"119922
ORDER YOUR BANKING BRUSH ceased. September 16th. 1930 Philip A. rods to thc place of beginning.
9. Also another piece or parcel of
Ella Thorndike who is leaving Oct. 18 land sectiOn 0{ tbc road around 1 Percy French arrived home from Mrs. J. K. Lowe of Spruce Lodge
- ■ ■
, . . —— | early. Good large loads for your money. Dyer was appointed Exr. without bond.
ALAM E. HARLOW late of South land, situated in said Rockport, and
recently entertained Mr. and Mrs. FOR SALE—48 R. I. Red pullets, start-1 Call L. B. SMITH. Rockland 598-M
for her horn? ia Boston. The COIU" chickawaukee Pond extendmg to the Boston Tuesday.
ed laying; 3 pair steers and heifer. ___________ ________________________ 121*132 i Thomaston, deceased. September 16th. bounded and described as follows- Be
Clarence Ingerson and children of AUSTIN A. TOWLE. Appleton. Me.
ginning at the south east corner of land
pany numbered 14. Suddenly a ladj Qjd county road. It is much needed
^r- and
J
JOHN LUNT. Medium, will be at 1930' He!en M Kackllfi of South Thom- formerly of Enoch Wentworth: thence
arrived dressed in what appeared to
will be appreciated greatly by the !
are visiting Mrs. Susie Phil Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Walter ____________________________________119*121 theDRhome
of R. A. Greene. 38 Beech St., ' lston was »PPb‘“te<i Exx without bond, north easterly by land formerly of said
Rackliff and family of Wheeler's FOR SALE—Chevrolet ton truck, new every Tuesday for readings and treat- JAMES D. FISK late of Rockland, de Wentworth: twenty rods to land for
be the costume of an Indian fortune many autoists who are using the road brook.
rear end. new transmission, six good tires, ment by appointment. TEL. 118C-X.
Bay.
I ceased. September 16th. 1930. Ada B. merly of John J. Clough and land for
teller with many beads and bright, enrou^e t_o union. Vesper Hall and ------good battery, new brakes.
Bargain.
120-tf Dalzell of Rockland was appointed Exx. merly of N. T. Talbot fifty-six rods to
colors. In the midst of her fortune . pe^er jjm are using their trucks for
EARLE B. BARRON. 96 Maverick St.
stake and stones: thence south westerly
For
RHEUMATISM
take
PARTS FOR ALL MAKES OF RANGES )
telling it was discovered that she was hauling.
119*121
MINTURN
and furnaces may be obtained at STONFRANK T. SMITH late of Troy. N. Y.. by land formerly of BenJ. P. Paul, twenty
to Keen lot. so called: thence north
ladcned with packages containing Charles Tolman who motored to
FOR
^ALE
—
Dobermann
Pinscher,
pedi
Mrs. Agnes Turner and Mrs. Cora greed spayed female. 16 months, depend INGTON FURNITURE CO.. 313-319 Main deceased. September 16th. 1930. Julia E. rods
BUXTON’S
St.. Rockland. Tel. 980.
117-129 ; Smlth of Troy, N. Y.. was appointed Exx. westerly, by land parallel with the sec
pretty and useful gifts for Mrs. Thorn- Massachusetts a week ago with his
Page
spent
Monday
and
Tuesday
in
ond
described
fifty-six rods to place of
able disposition, trained for house and
RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC Rockland.
dike. It proved to be a very jolly | daughter, Mrs. Leola Mann of Rockcar. Address D. P., care Courier-Gazette. mortgages.
KNOX NFINANCE ^O.. 2*16
CARRIABELL ULMER late of St. Paul beginning; containing seven acres
Hereby
conveying
the same premises
time, the merriment increasing as the . port rcturned home Monday evening. You will not regret it. For sale at all
119-121
Harry Johnson left Tuesday for
School tit. Opp. postofflce.
118-t Minn., deceased. August 19th. 1930. that were conveyed to said Rose B.
party progressed. Refreshments fol He visited his sons in Melrose and leading drug stores. Let us send you Gloucester, Mass., for a few days.
Philip T. Ulmer of St. Paul. Minnesota Smith, by Mira E. Carson, by her deed
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws kwas appointed Exr. without bond.
sexes. G. E. WILSON. St. George
lowed thc bestowal of the gifts. Those Dorchester. On Sunday he attended a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Medi?nftt£! P?SSmber Vth’ 1920’ Rnd recorded
George Moulton left Monday for both
i ROCK 3Tr T°ellrioionlture at 216 Via'w! ADELAIDE B. WEBB late of Rock
road. Thomaston. Me. Tel. 168-13
booK 187, page 185, in the Knox County
present were Mrs. Emma J. Seavey. the church of which his son, Rev. cine Co.. Abbot Village, Me.
119*121! ROCK3T1_Tel_1010_______________ 118-tf land deceased. September ICth. 1930 m
Boston to attend American Legion
Registry of Deeds, to which deed and
Mrs. Esther Newbert. Mrs. Florence Philip Tolman, is pastor.
wave
waac
A.u
LADIES
—
Reliable
stock
of
hair
goods]
Emily
Glidden
Webb
of
Boston.
Mass.
convention.
FOR SALE—Two power boats, one 28 j
h»d f^?°X?-.^erS?L.,r-eference maV be
Copeland. Mrs. Nettie Thorndike,
Leverette Stanlev of Duck Taiand ' ft.* Iona? one 31 "ft. Tona' Bolh' In"‘good
.t.he Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St. was appointed Exx. with bond. Charles had for further details?'
IlX qtltinr knen
ih
condition. Excellent Th boats Cal^S !*a11 °rd.er8 solicited. H. C. RHODES L Veazie of Rockport was appointed
And wh«/eas the conditions of said
Miss Dorothy Thorndike. Mrs. Geor
Light Station spent the weekend
at J o brown <fe SON’S boat vard Tel 519-J-_________ ___ _____________ 118-tf Agent in Maine.
mortage have been broken now thereDEER ISLE
gia Thorndike, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
here With his family.
I at North Haven.
118-tf
FARMS. COUNTRY Homes. cottaKes
CARRIE W. ERIKSON late of Rockrc^°n of the breach ' of the
Durgin, Mr. ar.d Mrs. Bertram Cope Rev. and Mrs. Frank Junking ac
thereof, the said Rockland
Shirley Jellison who has been " FOR SALE—Dry slab wood sawed In! and «atates. up-to-date property, in the ’and- deceased. September 16th. 1930. conditions
Sayings Bank claims a foreclosure of
land. Mrs. Virgil Studley. Mr and companied by Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
spending
a
few
davs
with
her
mother,
*’25 per ^oot: edgings, to
u
apo
^
h
°J
“
aln
^£T
ormn “ji Exr°"wukou"£nd
WaS
appolnted
said
mortgage.
Mrs. Walter Currier and Mr. and Mrs. Gray; are on a motor trip to the
bundles for $1. R. S. JORDAN. 6 Kellev nrbwirv n
» ..
In witness whereof the said lvv,v
Rockland
Mrs. Clara Grant, has gone to Rock lane.
118-tf
Tel. 522-M.___________________ 118-tf , DI\KEy- Belfast, Me.
GEORGE W. JMAGEE late of St. Paul.! Savinffq
4V114fTC Ronv
„... , ...
White Mountains.
Horace Vose.
Minn., deceased. August 19th. 1930. Alan nwnt*°tn
caused this instruland
where
she
has
employment.
_
Capt. and Mrs. George Cole and
„ -I
1. C. ,
■
J.
FOR SALE—One p'ano. one bedroom
L. Bird of Rockland was appointed , “
and
With ltS* corP°rate
Mrs. Hannah Stanley is spending a , suite, extension dinin’ room table. t2
Admr. d. b. n. c. t. a. with bond.
F n
i 1 corporate name by
daughter Olive who have been in
TWO BUSH ISLAND
few days in Rockland.
j doz. oak chairs, v. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park
E £ sPpar- its Treasurer _thereunto
duly
,
.
Boston visiting their children have
ARTHUR N. LAWRENCE late of Rock- ; mithnrlonrl « V. ■»x»: ■
Miss Margaret Stanley arrived ' 8t- Tel- 1080________________ 118-tf
, land, deceased. August 19th. 1930, Doro- | aU n°rl^d thls thlrd day of October,
returned
home.
home from Rockland Saturday where for sale -j*ui woo ! 4 f Jong. $6.50;
! thy B. Lawrence was appointed Admx. (Seal]
Mr.
... and Mrs.
,, . George
— Duswald of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Barbour of
stove leng.h, ;8; fitted v.-oo;.. $14; also
I without bond.
ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
she had been for a few days.J
lumber. L. A. PACKARD. R.
Waldoboro called on their d- uSbtM', Portland are spending a few days
MARY ISABELLA HENRY late of |
By E. D. SPE4fl
Thomaston.
Mrs. D. L. Mann and saw their with his motherK Mrs. S. T. Barbour
; Rockland, deceased. Sept, l&th, 1930,;
„
Its Treasurer
granddaughter baby June.
FOR
SALE
—
Fifty
houses
of
a
’
dejeripSTATE
OF
MAINE
:
Walter
J.
Henry
of
Winchester.
Mass.,
j
APPLETON t,
who is very ill.
, 1 tlcms in Rockland. A large list of s*un, Knox ss.
October 3. 1930
I was appointed Admr. without bond
L. Mann visited his brother, W. O
Mrs. William Greenlaw is spending
Mr. and Mrs. Harold H. Davis and 1 m-'r cottages. Tn feet n’.i kindc of real
apP®ared the above named
NATHAN M LEACH late of Warren
............... , F ’ n’°"a
Mann and S. S. Waldron at Spruce a few days in Boston.
----- -Ioring J. Orff I
p Spear Treasurer aforesaid, and
family with Alice Sibley Davis and e ate,
and
°’cr
llR* if
deceased. Sept. 16th, 1930,
made
oath
to
the truth of the state
Head Thursday.
j was appointed Admr. with bond.
grandson Warren visited the Grants
Main's* Tei r^EF?1T u- COI nI^®f
D. W. Torrey is at work for Capt.
!
EDMUND B. HASTINGS late of Rock ments contained tn the foregoing Notfc-e
F. O. Hilt of Portland Head Light Harry Annis at North Deer Isle.
of
Foreclosure.
Sunday.
j
I-OR ."ALE - trcr.it- rg Ca- sun radio!
land. deceased. Sept. 23rd. 1930. Albert
FRANK B. MILLER
and A. B. Beal of White Head visited Harry Beck who underwent an
Monday afternoon Mr. and Mrs? set with “E" e iminator, "A" Willard Unit I
[To Us Printing is more than i M. Hastings of Rockland was appointed 122-S-123
Justice of the Peace
operation at Blue Hill hospital re
Fred
Arnold
with
Anna
Howard
anc
Bonotho-t
ipea)-.
r.
Excellent condlAdmr. with bond.
Two Eush Thursday.
Overland
Touring,
’
25
just putting words into type.
Miss Adna Pitman and Mrs. Audrey Te'“'45^M r'ckTind^ UNIONnan??tf It is the creation of a work of art,
Charles Cleveland of Camden and cently is getting along finely and will
MARGARET P. WINCAPAW late of
V,II..X lx BOSTON Remember that vou
deceased. August 19th. 1930.
Essex Coach, ’25
W. W. Mann of Ash Point were on a scon be able to return home,
Chaples visited relatives here on the
"filter,; ti«: furnace be it a simple little announcement Warren,
Charles H Young was appointed Admr. ran lotv copies of The Courier-Gazette with
gunning trip at this island Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. Nelsen of Worcester.
back road.
be I,-,,.- news. n( the 01,1 South New, Agency.
Junks, 612. Call THOMASTON 122-2.
c. t. a. with bond.
Ford Coach, ’26
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
Washington St., next Old South Church
Attest:
W. O. Mann of Concord. N. H.. has Mass., arrived Wednesday and will be
Saturday evening Miss Linnibel
114-tf
take all the pride of an artist
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
Willys Knight Sedan, ’24
been visiting his brother, L. Mann. at the Wellington cottage for several
Grant went with friends to Belfast FOR SALE—Hard wood fitted. $14; we
in his craft, in each job; and that
I. L. Pendell and D. L. Mann were days.
to the moving pictures, and Mr. and I ’onaS1^',so^,’?2od Junks. $8 is the secret of the superlative
Dodge Touring, ’23
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Mrs. A. W. McCorrison spent the
------ ^*L5 quality of The Courier-Gazette
in Rockland after supplies Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Foster who have
I FOR SALE—Used Frlgldalre refrigeraDR.LINWOOD
T.
ROGERS
Herring are plenty around the been spending several days at the |
: evening with the Grant family play- ,
excelient"Uconditior real barX Printing.
Dentist
island and a large quantity has been White Mountains returned home last
ing whist.
Inquire CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO...
''Osteopathic
Physician
Rockland.
__________
114-tf
302
l(lAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Elliott who spent the sum
dipped for lobster bait
week Friday.
Sept 23 L. Mann on his way here The fire at Conary's Island is no
mer vacation with relatives in Maine FOR SALE—Pianos—12 bargains in |
400 MAIN ST» ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND and Massachusetts has retu tied to summer cottage rented pianos. Just used'
Telephono 915-M
with mail gave assistance to a motor yet extinguished having been burn- 632 MAIN ST.
one season from $50 to $150; terms.
121-122
kQat *
, ing now for over two weeks.
Talaphenw 1295; Raiidanca 25S M
8IU
her home ’n San Francisco.
THOMAS, PIANO MAN, Camden. 117-tl

WHERE CAN YOU
BEAT THESE
TRADES

9

All Under
$100.00

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
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Public Opening of Rockland’s Airport
Saturday, Sunday, Monday, October 11, 12, 13
The City of Rockland invites you to the opening of its Curtiss-Wright Airport and Sea Base, October
11-12-13. Noted flyers from all over the country will be present with dozens of planes of all types.
The big hangar, one of the largest in New England, will be open for inspection, as well as the machine
shop and exhibits of wings, engines, and general models. Lighted planes will fly by night and all man* ner of stunt flying will be in order with contests and passenger carrying. Monday night the hangar
will be thrown open for a free dance.

NOTE THE PROGRAM for the THREE GREAT DAYS
SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

BALLOON BURSTING CONTEST

BOMB DROPPING CONTEST
BALLOON BURSTING CONTEST
FORMATION FLYING BY CURTISS PILOTS
DEAD STICK LANDINGS
OFFICIAL OPENING OF AIRPORT
Talk By Charles Berry. Introduction of Mayor Richardson.
FORMATION FLYING BY ARMY & NAVY PILOTS
STUNT FLYING BY ARMY AND NAVY
PILOTS
SPINS
STUNT FLYING
PARACHUTE JUMPS
INSPECTION OF HANGAR
Which will be explained by Curtiss men
PASSENGER CARRYING ALL DAY AND NIGHT
ILLUMINATED PLANE FLYING AT NIGHT

BOMB DROPPING CONTEST
BALLOON BURSTING CONTEST
FORMATION FLYING
DEAD STICK LANDING CONTEST
FORMATION FLYING AND STUNT WORK BY ARMY
RESERVE
STUNT FLYING
INSPECTION OF HANGAR ALL DAY
PARACHUTE JUMP
PASSENGER CARRYING ALL DAY AND NIGHT
ILLUMINATED PLANE FLYING AT NIGHT
PUBLIC DANCE IN HANGAR—FREE ADMISSION

BOMB DROPPING CONTEST ’
FORMATION FLYING

DEAD STICK LANDING CONTEST
v

SPINS
STUNT FLYING

PARACHUTE JUMP
INSPECTION OF HANGAR
which will be explained by Curtiss men
PASSENGER CARRYING ALL DAY AND NIGHT
ILLUMINATED PLANE FLYING AT NIGHT

EVERYBODY IS INVITED-NO ADMISSION FEE
Dr. and Mrs. Chester M. Wiggin of Miss Ruth Ludwig was recently
Robert Sadler has returned to the I Miss Mary Wasgatt is a guest at
R.C.A. Institute Boston to resume his the wedding of her former college Conway, N. H„ and Mr. and Mrs. presented with a “sunshine basket
studies.
[roommate Miss Barbara Libby, who Philip A. Robinson of North Con from her neighbors and friends as
----i is to be married from her parents' way, were in the city yesterday. Mrs. an observance of her 22d birthday.
anniversaries have found her
Postcards received here tell of the home in Albion at four o'clock today, Wiggin and Mrs. Robinson are stop Five
arrival in Florida of Mrs. C. M. During their senior year at Colby ping in Camden while the men folxs j confined to her bed by illness. The
Blake, Mrs. Edith Follansbee and Miss Wasgatt and Miss Libby shared are duck hunting at Dark Harbor gift was instigated by Mrs. John
Beaton, and Mrs. Carl O. Nelson
responsibility as heads of Mower and Matinicus.
Miss Mary Holbrook.
made the basket, a dainty affair of
house, a freshman dormitory. Miss
Mrs. Berkeley Winslow who has Wasgatt, who is an accomplished , The Sunshine Society will meet orchid and yellow. The contents
In addition to personal notes regarding
Miss Clarice Pierce of Lewiston has been motoring with frlenck through pianist, is to play the wedding march Monday afternoon at the home of proved to be acceptable gifts of all
sorts and descriptions.
departures and arrivals, this department espe been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. New Hampshire and Massachusetts for her friend.
Mrs. Frank Sherman, 80 Camden
cially des*res Information of social happenings,
the
past
fortnight
has
returned
George
Gay,
Chestnut
street,
for
a
street. Go prepared to work.
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
Miniature golf is here at last, a
Mrs. William Clement entertained
few days, and istiow visiting Mrs. J. home. She saw the Legion parade in
telephone will be gladly received.
fine 18 hole course, the Baby Grand,
TELEPHONE ___________________________HO
A. Brewster, Camden before return Boston, and was the guest of Mrs. a supper party at her South Thom
Miss
Mary
Sylvester
who
is
com

at Fireproof Garage, Rockland, rear
aston home Thursday evening, with
[ Charles Cox in Arlington.
ing to her home.
12 covers, which devolved into a pleting her senior year at the Uni- Strand Theatre. Afternoons and
'
--▼ersity
of
Maine
has
been
elected
The meeting of Lady Knox Chap
Frederick Bird of Boston and his Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Muise, for- ' birthday observance for Harold j manager of the soccer team. She evenings. Come in and try it.
ter. D.A.R., for Nov. 3 is to be ob
merly of this city who have been Coombs. Decorations by Mrs. Ed- is also a member of the athletic
served as guest day, to be held at fiancee, Miss Dorothy Lucy Jones of spending
a few days with relatives • ward Prescott carried out a color
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
the home of Mrs. Clara Thurston at : Arlington, Mass., are weekend guests and friends
here, went to Bangor scheme of orange, yellow and green, council.
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
The Highlands. Each member is i of Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Bird.
this morning. They are stationed at
----lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
privileged to invite two guests. There
the lighthouse on Bakers Island at
John G. Snow and Harold Coombs Merton Nyman has returned from when
will probably be a speaker as the fea
Miss Evelyn Green has resumed Islesford.
»
were on a business trip to Boothbay a visit in Presque Isle.
ture of the afternoon.
I her studies at the Posse-Nissen
---I Harbor Thursday.
i
——
METHYL BALM
l School of Physical Education, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Merrifield of I
----The first regular meeting of the will bring almost instant relief?
Mr. and Mrs. Ibra Ripley, son Ibra
I Portsmouth ft. H., who have been
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry accom Parent-Teacher Association will be
Jr., and daughter Joan of Auburn are ' Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Knight of spending a "ew days witji Mrs. Mer panied by Mrs. Annie Thompson and held Monday evening at 7.30 ln Missj A scientifically compounded ex
guests of Mrs. Charles McIntosh, 1 Camden entertained at bridge Tues- rifield's sister, Mrs. Andrew Larson, Miss Angela Per-ry of Waldoboro Cochran's room. High School build ternal application that should be
' day evening with Mr. and Mi's. Sum- ! left by motoi today for Jacksonville. arrived home Thursday from a few ing.
Spruce street.
in every home. Sold only at
i ner Perry of Rockland as honor
days’ motor trip to Quebec, the
Johnston’s Drug Store
Supper will be served in the Con- homeward journey made through the Mrs. Foster Crockett and son
Mrs. Laurence Perry of Portland is ; guests. There were four tables in
ROCKLAND
’ gregational vestry next Wednesday White Mountains.
the guest of her parents, Mr. and : play.
Norman of North Haven have been 73 PARK ST.
i at 6 o'clock, with Mrs. Ruth McBeath !
----Mrs. Bowdoin Lermond, Thomaston
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Laforcst Sent Poet Paid on receipt of price
75 cents
The Chapin Class will have a sup- as chairman, assisted by Mrs. L. B.
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth arrived Thurston at The Highlands.
MU
at the Universalist vestry Tues Mortland, Mrs. Lizzie Clark, Mrs. home Thursday from Boston where
Mrs. Nettie Mills of Southwest Har I per
day at 6 o'clock, with Mrs. E. R. Homer E. Robinson, Mrs. S. K. Clark, she had been the guest for a few days
bor is the guest of her sister, Mrs. i Veazie
Dorothy, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
as chairman.
Mrs. C. H. Duff, Mrs. Frank C. Nor of her sister, Miss Corinne White.
Robert Ludwick.
____
«
Emery Howard, was hostess to sev FLORENCE BOOTH, R. N.
ton, Miss Caroline Littlefield, Mrs.
j Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Choate and A. W. Foss and Mrs. E. L. Spear.
The BPW Club is sponsoring a eral of her young friends Thursday
Rockland, Maine
Mrs. Arthur Galen Eustis and son [ daughter. Miss Dorothly Choate, have
bridge party in the Thorndike Grill afternoon as an observance of her
Graduate
and Post Graduate Nurse
Arthur Galen have left Knox Hos i returned from Boston and vicinity
tenth
birthday.
Games
were
en

I.O.O.F. Grand Lodge and the Re next Wednesday evening, with play
Tel. 998-R
pital and are with Mrs. Eustis' par where they spent one week.
bekah Assemby will be held in Lew ing beginning at 7.45. There will be joyed under the direction of Misses Medical. Surgical,
Obstetrics. Nervous
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Blanchard Orne,
attractive prizes, refreshments and Catherine Black and Virginia Con
iston
next
Monday,
Tuesday
and
and
Mental
Disease. Thyroid Case,
Thomaston, before returning to
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Sadler have Wednesday. Among the members of an entertainment. Thc committee non who also assisted in serving.
Tuberculosis. Massage.
Waterville.
Contagious Diseases. Cancer
returned from Boston where they at Miriam Rebekah who leave Monday in charge ls headed by Mrs. Donald Inez Bowley carrying off the honors
121*123
in the contest. The decorations were
tended the Legion convention.
morning to attend the assembly are Perry and Mrs. Francis Lourainc.
in keeping with hallowcen, the birth
Mrs. Emma Smith had as guests
Mrs. Luke Davis, Mrs. Annie AylMrs. Martha Crowley who has been ward, Mrs. W. R. Stewart, Mrs
Wednesday Mrs. E. P. Starrett. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peterson, Nel- day cake bearing ten orange candles. CHICHESTER S PILLS
Richard Dunn and Mrs. Clarence visiting her sister Mrs. Andrew Lar George Clark, Mrs .Alta Dimick and [ son B. Cobb, Mrs. Clarence.Shaw and The guests were Norma Havener,
____ JHAMOND
URANIA
• TIIE
DIAMONDURANIK
A
adlea! A alt yowr Druavlat for >
Robinson of Thomaston. A theatre son, Cedar street, returns today to Miss Doris Hyler.
Miss Carrie Fields arrived home Rose Bird, Ruth Nichols, Helen
hUchMeters Diamond Hrawd/
Ills lo Ited and Gold metallic5
party in the afternoon was followed her home in Portsmouth, accom
----i Thursday from Boston where they Spear, Lucille Connon, Inez Bowley,
sealed wkh
. _ Blue Ribbon.
by supper at the Universalist vestry. panied by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sistare. Mrs. Lena Sargent was hostess to had been attending features of the Harriet Wooster, Lucille Higgs.
> ho ether.
Dorothy Smith, Maxine Perry, Mary
the T.H.E. Club Monday evening at [ Legion convention,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Foster and* chil supper and cards at her Crescent’ . .
Bridge fans are much interested in
Egan, Nancy Howard, and Dorothy
... “—
the “harvest bridge” to be given dren Elizabeth and Archie who have Beach cottage.
I Mr- and Mrs- Ler°y D Perry en‘ received many dainty gilts.
under the auspices of the ladies of St. been guests of Capt. and Mrs. E. L.
__
tertained a few friends Thursday
Peter's Episcopal Church Monday Morris at The Highlands and other Dr. James McAlenay and James A. evening, which proved to be a surevening at Grand Army hail. The relatives in the city leave tomorrow Cunningham of Portland were guests | Pr*se party for Miss Jennie Guptill,
committee in charge is composed of or Monday for their home in Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Fred in honor of her birthday. Decora
Mrs. Thomas Foley, Mrs. George Da Kremmling, Colorado.
tions of pink and white graced the
Collamore, Camden road.
vis, Mrs. Walter C.| Ladd and Mrs.
refreshment table, the feature being
R. D. Saville. Play will begin at 7.30.
Mrs.
Daniel
Paulitz
(Anna
Mrs. Sumner Perry and Mrs. the dainty birthday cake.
The prizes will be unique and useful. Coombs) arrived home yesterday Harold Burgess were guests at a
from a short visit in Vinalhaven bridge lunch Wednesday given by Mrs. Almeda Robinson of Belfast
Mrs. Mary Gross entertained the with her sister, Mrs. Sidney Winslow. Mrs. Arthur Ames and Mrs. Alton is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Lora
Jolly Six Club Thursday afternoon.. Mr. and Mrs. Paulitz are leaving French at the former’s home on Smith, Lisle street.
Wednesday for Saginaw, Mich., to Harding avenue, Camden. There
Mr. and Mrs. George Wood and Mr. visit relatives before returning to were five tables, Mrs. Burgess carry The first meeting of the Rubin
and Mrs. E. P. Jones returned Wed West Palm Beach, Fla., for the ing off one of the high honors in stein Club for the season took place
nesday afternoon from Boston where winter.
cards.
yesterday afternoon in the Congre
they attended the National American
gational vestry, with the new presi
Legion convention and visited Mr.
Miss Pearl Borgcrson enters upon Mrs. Lillian McRae entertained the dent, Miss Alcada Hall, presiding.
and Mrs. Fred Robinson in Avon, her annual two weeks' vacation from club of which she is a member at Interesting
reports of the State Fed
Mass.
the Clerk of Courts office today, and dinner and bridge at her home on eration of Music Clubs convention in
will spend the greater part of it as
street Thursday. Honors , Bangor last May were given by Mrs.
Vernon Hart of Auburn, Mass., guest of her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Pleasant
went to Mrs. Grace Keller and Mrs. i Hazel Atwood and Mrs. Lillian S.
Charles Hardy of Worcester, Mr. and Walter G. Morrison at Merrymount, Lucius
York.
Copping, delegated, Mrs. Faith G.
Mrs. Ralph Hardy, Mrs. M. A. Wade Quincy, Mass.
»
Berry augmenting with miscellaneous
and Mr. and Mrs. Horace Daggett of
Miss
Dorothy
Snow
and
Miss
Corice
points on the convention, the Ply
Auburn, Mass., have been in the city
Edward Barnard who is attending Thomas, Joined at Orono by Miss mouth District meeting to be held in
called here by the death of George H. Northeastern University is home for Martha
Wasgatt,
havc
returned
from
Providence Nov. 5, and other mat
Hart. Mr. Hart expects to return to the weekend.
a trip to St. Stephens and other New ters of general interest. Mrs. Berry
Auburn tomorrow or Monday.
Brunswick regions.
also announced that the club would
Mrs. A. R. Havener entertained at
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth entertained supper and cards Wednesday eve Mrs. Lillian Perry entertained the hold an exchange program with thc
at dinner last evening in Honor of ning at her cottage at Crescent Cheerful Circle Wednesday evening Ethelbert Nevln Club of Sanfordher mother, Mrs. A. C. White, who Beach, with honors falling to Mrs. i>neeriui vircie weonesaay eveiiu K Springvale Oct. 27, and stressed the
Of carrying on chorus
leaves Monday fof Boston where she John Richard,on, Mrs. Josephine at the home of her mothM', Mrs. Wilwork in the club activities
activities this
this seasea
will spend the winter with her Perry. Mrs. Herbert Maxey and Miss ham Dean, Warren street
son, asking all chorus members to
daughter, Miss Corinne White. Hazel Marshall.
Frank H. Whitney left this morn bring their books to the meetings for
There were 14 covers, those present
ing for his winter home in Fruitland
being Mrs. White, Dr. and Mrs. E. Rev and Mrs. Jesse Kenderdine Park, Fla. He makes the journey in rehearsals. The program: ’
Plano duet — Overture — from “Merry
W. Peaslee, Rev. and Mrs. George and daughter Muriel arrived htmie his motor car.
Wives of Windsor" ..................... Nicolai
H. Welch, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Berry, Thursday from an eight-day trip to
Mrs. Berry, Mrs. Nettie Averill
Miss Hope Greenhalgh, Dr. James attend the wedding of Mrs. Kender- The first meeting of the First Bap Soprano
—Red Leaves .................. Cecil Ellis
Mrs Luda Mitchell
Kent, Mrs. Ruth B. Spear, Mr. and dine’s youngest brother, Ernest W. tist Missionary Society was held Wed
Contralto
—At Parting ....„............... Rogers
Mrs. Harold Allen of Camdqp, and Smalley, to Miss Helen Ward, which nesday afternoon.
Clippings on
O Moon Upon the Waters, Cadman
Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth.
Mrs. Lydia Storer
took place at Milford. Del., Saturday. “Around the World With Northern
Humoresque
The ceremony was performed by the Baptists" were read, these telling Plano—Waltz
Miss
Elizabeth
Creighton
Continuous service of steaks and groom’s father. Rev. D. D. Smalley, something of the work being done in
Soprano—His Favorite Flower .... Lowltz
chops and supper specials are now with Mr. Kenderdin? assisting. The many countries A letter was read
Gathered Roses ........... ".......... Spross
featured nt Mrs. Thurlow’s.
The travelers spent Sunday in Washing from Mrs. T. V. Witter of Podilli,
Mrs. Esther Howard
trio—I Dream of Jeanie ..........
luncheon idea In connection with the ton, as guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rus India, telling of thc work in that Vocal
................................. Stephen Foster-Nevln
ice cream parlors has met with high sell L. Smalley, and visited Mrs. field, where she and Mr. Witter are
Mrs. Katherine Veazie. Mrs. Lorlta
Bicknell. Mrs. Hazel Atwood
One of the
favor.
_______________
109-tf
Kenderdine's parents. Rev and Mrs. located. As Mrs. Witter was a Cam
Horn* of
Publix
Accompanists for the afternoon
Miniature golf is here at last, a D. D. Smalley in Plainfield. N. J., on den woman, her letters contain a were
Paramount
Theatrea
Miss Hall, Mrs. Berry and Mrs.
local interest and were much enjoyed.
fine 18 hole course, the Baby Grand, the way home.
Pictures
Tai. 409
It was decided to take up the study Averill. The next meeting takes
at Fireproof Garage, Rockland, rear
Friday afternoon, Oct. 24, when
Strand Theatre. Afternoons and Rummage sale Tuesday Oct. 14, of India and Latin-America this year, place
at G.A.R. hall, 9 to 5, under the aus and some very interesting books have tea will be served, the chairman and
evenings. Come in and try it.
been purchased with that end In view. program to be announced later.
121-122 pices of the D.A.R.—adv, 120-122

Society

slowly gaining after her recent ill
ness.
Miss Ida Hughes is teaching school
Miss Lida Messer who has been
summering at Northeast Harbor in Rockland.
spent a few days with her sister Mrs.
Myrtle Watts returning to Wellesley
Mass., Monday to resume her duties.
Harold Fossett is in Boston this
week to attend the American Legion
at
convention.
George Simmons and daughter
Spruce Head
Grace of Waldoboro were in this
place on business recently.
Community Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Alex. Fuller are occu
pying the Hanly house, while their
will be
new home is being built.
Mrs. Lena Daggett of Waltham,
DISCONTINUED
Mass., called on friends here last*
week.
Until Further Notice
The many friends of Mrs. Cora
122-lt
Mank are pleased to hear that she is
UNION

THE DANCES

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
NOW PLAYING

‘Outside the Law’
with
Mary Nelin

Episode No. 2

“Love Defender ’

CO

And women—one good, one
bad! Men fight for buried
riches in the Yukon! Bui
women want love! The
smash-drama of the great
outdoors—

‘

EDWIN CA9EWE

PRO DUCTION

REX BEACH
WITH

’Cary Cooper•=
—ALSO Lillian Roth in

*

Meet The Boy Friend

Grand Uproar
Paramount Sound News

Special Matinee Tuesday Afternoon
At 4.00 o'clock

For the School Children, 10c
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Shows At
2.00, 6.30, 8.30

Teleplir na 892

Continuous Show
Saturday

2 to 10.30
One of the Publix Theatres

NOT TO DROP INTEREST

AN “IRISH” DIVIDEND

j SOLDIERS

Every-Other-Day
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SAILORS

Assessed Owners of a Bath
Schooner Find Themselves
Out of Luck

High School Notes

The senior play, "Not So Long
Ago” is to be presented the TuesdayOF THE PLANTATION OF LOWER Once valuable vessel property, now before
Thanksgiving.
• • » •
riding idly at anchor, and with no
ST. GEORGES
Hugh Benner is secretary to the
brighter hope for the future, is a
familiar sight along the coast and principal this week.
• • • •
old salts wag their heads sadly as
Who Served In The War For Amercian they discuss the situation. And there The Schoolmen’s League of Knox
is another angle, as told In the fol County met at the Thorndike Hotel
lowing story clipped from our Bath Monday evening where they enjoyed
Independence
contemporary, the Times:
a steak supper and listened to an
• * • •
address on “The Teachers’ Retire
Bath people who own vessel prop ment Fund," by Mr. Roderick,
BY FRANK BURTON MILLER
erty now are Just out of luck. What deputy commissioner of the State
department of education, after which
As is locally known, I have been engaged for several years was once a revenue producer Is a
Principal Perkins of Cony High
in collecting materiaj for a history of the Plantation of white elephant. Take the case of the explained the general plan of the
Lower St. Georges, in the Province of Maine, now known schooner Harry O. Deering. Local
school skating rink at Augusta.
as the towns of Cushing and St. George. Having acquired owners have Just been notified that
• • * »
considerable information regarding the genealogical his they are assessed $108.73 per one
Papers bearing the following head
tory of the early settlers in this region, and the part they sixty-fourth. The notification comes
played in civil and military affairs. I am. of late, receiving from Crowell & Thurlow, Inc., agents ing have been passed around in the
home rooms throughout the build
many inquiries from the descendants of these families, and is as follows;
"On Nov. 15, 1929. we sent you our ing:
whether or not they are eligible to membership in the
statements two and three on this
“We, the following pupils of Rock
'•Society of the Sons and Daughters of the American Revo
vessel (Harry O. Deering) which land High School, are interested in
lution." To save time and labor in answering each Indi
showed her to be in debt at that time having a skating rink on the ath
vidual inquiry, I have prepared a record of the naval and
$6,302.95.
letic field this winter. We agree to
military service of those men, numbering about one hundred,
"The vessel was then at Bath. purchase a season ticket at a price
■who contributed their part, humble as it may have been, to
Ualne. awaiting charter, but as no
make the thirteen colonies free and Independent States, business offered In which we could not to exceed $1'."
It is planned to make the price of
and to the severance of all political allegiance to Great Britain. Whenever operate the vessel at a profit we sent
season tickets for outsiders $1.50
possible I have expanded these sketches by adding material of a P“Wlcher to Boothbay Harbor. Maine,
private and family nature. By so doing, many of the subjects of these where her sails and rigging were each. The hockey rink will be 80x60
sketches can be more easily identified. As to those whom I am endeavoring stripped and stored and the vessel in the center of the field securely
fenced. The rest of the field will be
to rescue from the realms of oblivion, they having lived in pilman laid up for the winter.
open to skaters, and safe even for
mistv past, errors are bound to creep In. If such are detected, either by the
"During the past spring and sum small children. The plans include
casual reader, or the descendants of these men °f e0'£*e a"* following mer business conditions showed no
a heated place for putting on skates,
will be appreciated by the writer to be so informed before
improvement and we therefore left lights for evening skating, a refresh
sketches appear in a more permanent form.
FRANK B. illLLLK
the vessel at Boothbay Harbor, where ment stand which will serve hot
the only expense the vessel has been drinks. There will be regular atten
[Sixteenth Installment]
under was the wages ol a shipkeeper tion from a caretaker and super
WALL, ANDREW. He served as a private in Capt. Archibald which has been shared by other ves vision by a school officer at all times
when the rink is in use.
McAllister's company, Col. Prime's regiment, under Brig. Gen. Wads sels also tied up there.
“Since our last statement we have
• • • •
worth at the Eastward, and served from April 23, 1780 to Dec. 14, 1780 paid the expense of getting the vessel
The
Income
received from the
when he was discharged. The roll was certified to at Headquarters, from Bath to Boothbay Harbor, strip lunch room and eandv sales at recess,
ping and storing of sails and rigging,
and laying the vessel up for winter, known as the "school fund" is to be
Thomaston.
and the vessel's share of the ship- put on a budget basis, being care
fully apportioned to meet the ex
WATTS, SAMUEL. He was a private in Lieut. Joel Whitney’s keeper's wages, as follows:
penses of athletics, debating, mov
company, which was a part of the Lincoln County regiment under the "Towages, labor stripping
ing picture films, the winter carni
sails and rigging, storing
command of Col. Benjamin Foster. He served from July 16, 1777, to
val. etc. From this fund $200 has
and caring for same, pump
already
been appropriated, to be
ing
vessel,
and
proportion

thc date ot discharge, Oct. 7, 1777, during which time the company was
added to the donation from the >
ate part of shipkeeper's
stationed at Machias. Mr. Watts was born on Long Island, a son of
wages, etc......................... .$ 420.46 alumni for the skating rink.
William Watts who came to this country in the Scotch Irish emigration of “Provisions ...........................
• • • •
52.95
1719. He married Mary Robinson, daughter of Moses Robinson, 2d, of "Wages ................................
91.60
Considerable interest is being
“Master s wages Nov. 1, 1929
shown in the debating topic proposed
Cushing, Dec. 22, 1772.
. .
.
to Dec. 5, 1929 ..................... 175.00 by the Bates Interscholastic League
At the first town meeting held in Cushing in 1789 it was voted to build
for the fall contests. The exact
two town pounds for the impounding of stray animals, one on the Cushing
‘Total ................................ $ 740.01 wording of the question has not been
side of the river on Archibald Robinson's farm, with Mr. Robinson as 'Less:—Lay up return pre
decided upon but it is to be on some
mium under yearly freight
pound keeper, and the other on the St. Georges side on Mr. Watts’
phase of the chain store problem.
insurance policy ................ 84.00
• • • •
premises, with Mr. Watts as pound keeper. At this meeting Mr. Watts
was elected one of the selectmen and one of the fish wardens. In 1790 he
Members
of
the
faculty and guests,
$ 656.01
to the number of 24. enjoyed the
was elected church warden and pound keeper, and at a special meeting 'Vessel's indebtedness to
hospitality of Mrs. Ruth Brackett
held April 27, he was appointed with others as a committee to settle
agents as shown by state
ment .................. ............... 6.302.95 Spear's Spruce Head cottage Wed
accounts for and against the town. From this year until 1803, when St,
nesday evening. In spite of the
George was incorporated, he held several town offices. Mr. W atts resided
"rhythmic corrugations of secondary
"Vessel's indebtedness to
and died in St. George where his children were born.
agents ......... *...........
6958.96 roads ' between Rockland and Spruce
Head and the difficulties incident to
1. Joseph, born Sept. 27, 1773, mairied first, Sarah Stone of Lincoln "Assessment
on
owners
$108.73 per 64th ............... $6958.96 discovering the exact location of the
ville; second, Cvnthia (Everett) Ranlett. He died in St. George, Sept.
“You will note that the vessel is rendezvous, the entire number finally
7, 1841.
now in debt to us $6,958.96. During arrived in time to enjoy the best lob
2. Margaret, born, July 27, 1775; married Moses Fogerty of St. the past ten months we have re ster stew of the season, and the
ceived no compensation for attend cheerful open fires going in both
George.
ing to the vessel's business, but have fireplaces. The house is very inter- j
3. Jane, born June 23, 1777; married Joshua Smalley.
4. John, born March 20, 1779, a master mariner; married Hamjah been out of pocket interest on the esting, having been in the family for
money which the vessel has owed us. four generations, and still retains
Smallev.
We have therefore decided to make an much of its original charm, although
5. Samuel, 2d, born April 12, 1781 ; died at Guadaloupe from a cut assessment on thS owners for the for some years it has been used
amount of the vessel’s indebtedness chiefly as a summer camp or for
and ensuing mortification.
6. Moses, born June 5, 1783; married first, Catherine McKeller; to us as shown above. Your pro occasional parties. It would have
portionate share of the same amounts been difficult indeed to find a place
second, Poll\ Fogertv; removed and died in Montville.
to $108.73—and we would thank you more ideally suited to the pleasant
7. Mary, born July 11, 1785; died with diphtheria.
to send us remittance to cover the informality which characterizes these
8. William, born Dec. 1 1, 1787; married Jane, daughter of Thomas same at your early convenience.'”
faculty suppers.
• . • •
Henderson of St. George; resided in Thomaston, a carpenter, militia offi
AT GORHAM NORMAL
Tuesday's assembly was devoted to
cer and so forth.
a travel talk by Miss Norton tjescrib9. George, born March 16, 1790; married Mary Giles of St. George
Miss Marjorie Pilman and Miss ing the first part of the vacation trip J
10. Elizabeth, born July 20. 1792; married Asa Harrington who
Carolyn Moore, of Boothbay were which she and Mrs. Jackson took this
resided and died in Appleton.
guests at the homes of their parents summer. Sailing from New York, .
11. Sarah, born April 2, 1795 ; married first, Paul Giles; second, Mark during the past weekend. Miss Pil their first stop was Havana where the I
Gay of Cushing. She resided and died in 1 homaston, November, 1859. man and Miss Moore are seniors and little Panamaian boys make manat present are practice teaching in size pay on the days when boats
Mr. Gay was born June 2, 1800; died April 3, 1871.
Westbrook.
come in, by diving for coins which
The first “get-together” of the they store in their cheeks; where
WELLS, JOHN. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Benjamin Plum
mer's company, Sept. 5, 1776, and was discharged Dec. 10, 1776. The members of the National Honor so people are fined for dropping paper
ciety, who are attending the school, in the street; where Mrs. Jackson’s
company was stationed at St. Georges for defense of the sea coast.
was held Oct. 2 In the form of a “hot salad blew away and she heard the
dog" and marshmallow roast. Gor taxi man explaining in Spanish that
WILEY, EPHRAIM. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Samuel ham Is proud to have nine members “the dark one” (Miss Norton) was
Gregg’s company, James Cargill’s regiment, Aug. 25, 1775, and was dis who belong to this society: Roger a Frenchwoman who couldn't speak
charged Dec. 31, 1775. The company was raised in St. Georges, Waldo Jean of Jefferson, who is now presi a word of English. Here they saw
boro and Camden and stationed there for defense of the sea coast. His dent of this group; Miss Anita Caron, all that two pairs of eyes could pos
of Mexico, secretary and treasurer;
see in one day and paused on
name appears among the list of men mustered by Nathaniel Barter, muster Miss Katherine Shaw, of Portland; sibly
their way to the boat to purchase a
master for Suffolk County, dated at Boston, March 16, 1777, as a mem Miss Dorothy Harrington, of Brewer; copy of the New York Times for 15
ber of Capt. Wiley's company. Col. Jackson’s regiment, and was reported Miss Mary Jane Fortier, of Rumford cents, only to find that It bore the
as having received State bounty. Mr. Wiley was promoted to the rank Falls; Miss Dorothy Dunn, of Deer date July 5—the day they had sailed
of corporal in Capt. John Wiley’s company, Col. Michel Jackson s regi ing; Miss Christine Reynolds, of Milo; from New York.
Miss Doris Coltart, of Rockland: and
Leaving behind the lovely Cuban
ment, the Continental army pay accounts showing service from Feb. 6, Miss Marjorie Austin, of Augusta. coast line with its sharp contrasts of
1777, to Dec. 31, 1779. He was a sergeant in Capt. Pierce’s company, The picnic was held at Alden's pond vividly blue water and sky, white
Col. Jackson's regiment, and according to the Continental army pay in Gorham.
sand and green foliage, they crossed
Principal Russell, accompanied by the Caribbean Sea, where the peo
accounts he served from Jan. 1, 1780, to Dec. 31, 1780. In the descriptive
Mrs. Russell, has returned from the
list of the members of Capt. Pierce's 6th company, 8th Massachusetts New England Convention held at ple on deck grew fewer and fewer
and those down below grew sicker
regiment, commanded by Col. Michael Jackson, his rank is given as ser Crawford Notch, for the purpose of and sicker. Caribbean, by the way
geant; age, 21 years; stature, five feet and ten inches; complexion, light; discussing the progress that is being is pronounced locally Ca-rib'-ean. in
hair, black; occupation, yeoman; birthplace Townsend; residence St. made by educational experiments.
direct defiance of Rockland diction
The students were guests at the
Georges. On Jan. 1, 1777, he was engaged by Capt. Wiley at Boston to Methodist Church Sunday night at aries and "jogerfry" books.
The next great event was the pas
remain in the service during the war. He was with the army at Valley its annual “Guest Night.” Supt. Jack
sage through the Panama Canal,
Forge during thc memorable w inter of 1777. At the time he applied for of the public schools of Portland, which required six hours. Miss Nor
a pension, he had resided in St. George for 75 vears. Mr. Wiley married gave a most interesting and Instruc ton described in some detail the
Susanna Collamore of Meduncook. the intentions of marriage being filed tive talk. His subject was, "Making method by which the locks or water
Your Mark.”
steps raised the great steamers to
with the clerk of Cushing, Nov. 12, 1791.
Miss Jessie L. Keene, a teacher of the level of Gatun Lake and down
industrial arts; Miss Harriette G. again. Once on the Pacific side the
WILEY, ISAAC. He was commissioned July 2, 1778 as captain of Trask, critic teacher in the Junior
went ashore The popular thing
the 5th company of Col. Wheaton’s 4rh Lincoln county regiment of High School; Miss Jeannette Johnson, girls
apparently was to cross the border
Massachusetts. According to the census of 1790 Mr. Wiley was a resi a teacher in the English department into Mexico. Tia Juana seemed to
dent of St. George, his family consisting of ten members. One of his of the Normal School, and Miss Miss Norton like a motion picture
Upton, teacher of mathe set—mostly bars and nickle-in-thedaughters, Eliza, married Andrew Malcolm of Cushing, son of James Ethelyn
matics in the Junior High School,
Malcolm, a noted land surveyor. Mrs. Malcolm was the grandmother motored to their homes in Rockland slot machines. They had dinner at
Agua Caliente, a perfectly beautiful
and surrounding towns to spend the hotel of the Spanish type, with
of Mrs Charles A. Creighton of I homaston.
weekend.
outdoor dining room, garden pool
WILEY, WILLIAM. He served as a private in Capt. Benjamin
and continuous entertainment. Here
MR. MARCH RETIRES
Lamont’s company. Col. McCobb’s regiment, at the Eastward in 1781.
there are horse and dog races and a
miniature Monte Carlo where guests
He resided in Cushing.
Ill Health Forces Popular Pastor flipped down a $50 or $100 bill and
From
Pulpit.
—
Once
a
Rockland
WILLIS, THOMAS. He served three years in Col. Brooks' Massa
lost or won with a nonchalance that
Resident
gave the girls cold shivers. They
chusetts regiment enlisting from Topsfield, Mass. He died in St.
felt no temptation to evade the regu
George, Jan. 19, 1795, having resided there the last nine vears of his life.
Rev. Leonard G. March, pastor of lation which requires all Americans
His wife, Joanna, survived him.
the People’s Methodist Episcopal to be back on their own side of the
South Portland, has been border by 6 o’clock. They stood in
YOUNG, ALEXANDER. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Samuel “Church,
temporarily relieved of his duties line for two hours waiting for their
Gregg’s company, Col. Cargill's regiment, Aug. 25, 1775, and was dis at his own request because of ill baggago to be inspected, but were
charged Dec. 31, 1773. The company was raised in St. Georges, Waldo health," it was announced Tuesday quickly passed on once the officials
boro and Camden, and stationed there in defense of the sea coast. On by Rev. Cymbrid Hughes, superin reached them because they looked
so exactly the kind of people who
July 7, 1779, he signed shipping articles as a seaman with several others tendent of the Portland district.
Rev. Mr. March's request came would not be smuggling in liquor.
to serve on board the sloop ‘ Industry,” Capt. William Young, master, suddenly, was unexpected and was The remainder of the story is to be
bound on a voyage from Boston to Penobscot and return. VJr. Young’s granted immediately, two members told at the assembly Oct. 21 by Mrs.
name was included in a list of men belonging to the several transports of the pulpit supply committee of the Jackson.
engaged in the Penobscot expedition, according to the roll made up agree church asserted. No one has been
to fill the pastorate, Rev. Mr.
able to a resolve of March 23, 1784, attested by Joshua Davis, agent. He named
Hughes announced.
ACCIDENTS
was reported as belonging to the sloop “Industry." He died Nov. 9, 1820,
Mr. March accepted the South
Cuts, Scalds, Burna,
at the age of 62 years, and is buried in Pleasant Point cemetery.
Portland post about a year ago. Be
Sprains, Bruisea,
fore that he had served for six years
....
[To Be Concluded]
Mosquito Bitee
as superintendent of the Rockland
district.
’apjoc
. i jaaaejmsptsui sip
Mr. March was a former resident of no psjoajipAqsspjos
pasn uaqm noX jgauaq oj tpsj’ji j J
Rockland, being at that time secre
aiaNnjau abnow unoA
"•jfXwuoji* oq su|»tpsjq Xbmjo^ Aq pajtdMj
tary of the Rockland Y.M.C.A.
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A WORD ON FIRES

Maine Savings Banks Do Not Find o
i
r\
Themselves in New Yorker's Po- State Insurance Department

Coal—Wood** Electricity

sition.

Thinks Well of Maine’s
Savings Banks of Maine will not
Preventive Efforts
have to follow the example of those
The State Insurance Department is
in New York which have been forced
to drop interest rates of depositors, gratified at the Interest of Maine
one-half per cent during the past citizens in the observance of Fire
month due to the decreased yield on Prevention Week, Oct. 5 to 11. The
Proclamation of Gov. Gardiner opened
gilt edge bonds.
the campaign. The public press and
At least 4 per cent interest is guar those who advertise through that
anteed for depositors in Maine banks medium have advanced the cause
for years to come according to with much vigor and discretion.
prominent savings bank officials, Local fire departments have not been
who explained that bond 'invest slow to take advantage of the situa
ments made prior to “decreased tion to improve conditions within
yield" period, were safe-guarding all their immediate jurisdiction.
of the institutions.
The point has been well taken that
Industrial and transient deposits fire protection and prevention should
force New York banks to encounter be a subject of constant and universal
a different situation than those of consideration. This is true, but the
Maine, the bankers said, explaining concentration of public attention
that these types of deposits made it upon them for only a week is sure to
necessary for the directors to seek improve safety conditions and make
constantly new bond investments.
itself felt In the future, in fact, for
Many bonds of the gilt edge j more than one year.
quality,, acceptable to Maine Bank The Department believes that
ing commissioners are paying but Maine fire departments, organized or
4.35 and 4.40 at the present time. The voluntary, paid or unpaid, are as
bankers pointed out that they could good as any in the country. They
not operate at a profit if they were should be given encouragement by
forced to buy bonds under present the public by elimination of every
conditions.
thing that may become a fire menace.
Maine Savings Banks have to pay One hazard which should be cared
4 per cent or more to depositors, one- for above all others is the defective
quarter of 1 per cent for operating chimney, which in this climate is to
expenses, a tax of $2 a thousand on be found in every dwelling, and the
Maine bonds and $5 a thousand for multiplication of which, in villages
those purchased outside of the State, and cities, is the cause for so many
they said in bringing home this fact. fire alarms during a single day.
In addition to being fortified with Other hazards are those connected
long term bonds of good yield, most with the chimney, ineluding sparks,
Maine Savings Banks were said to heaters, and combustible material in
be operating with sizable surpluses I contact, or within ignition distance.
used in paying Interest and dividends. I For this reason the Department

And Camels are

-CLARIONControlled Automatically
Designed to take care of itself

Built to give service, not trouble

■The Perfected
Cooking Machine
WOOD & bishop co.
Established

1839 Bangor, Maine

Sold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
A. T. NORWOOD, Warren

calb special attention at this time
COLBY DEAN’S LIST
of the year to chimneys and their
surroundings, and would recommend
The names of 52 Colby College stu
that all defects be removed, particu dents appear on the dean's list issued
larly during the night when the lives
of all members of the family are in Wednesday. This list contains all
jeopardy. Some of the common those who achieved an average rank
hazards that require special attention : of 85 per cent or better during the
are electric wires; heaters and their last half of last year. On the list
connections; matches and discarded are the names of 19 men and 33
smoking materials, which during women. The sophomore class leads
times of unemployment are more nu | with 25 names, followed by the
merous than usual in the home; juniors with 16 and the seniors with
ashes in wooden containers and com 11. It is interesting to note that 35
bustible rubbish in cellar or attic. i of the students are from the State
Many years ago the Psalmist as- of Maine, ten from Massachusetts
->ires us- "Wh’le I was musing the and seven from other states. Among
fire burned." It is far better to make the students thus honored was Miss
everytning sale and dream after Avie E. Brawn, '33, daughter of Mrs.
wards.
Oroy Frost of Thomaston.

easy to smoke. Here’s smoke with joy in it—a light

hearted cigarette—merry and mild. Don’t confuse Camel’s mellow
mildness with mere flatness or lack of flavor. Every bit of delicate
aroma in Camel’s

naturally mild, sun-mellowed tobaccos is preserved

by scientific care in manufacture—kept in Camels for you to enjoy. And

you can smoke them all day with never a hint of throat discomfort.
Mild — not flat. Modern smokers are awake to that difference.

They’re swinging to Camels, and the mild fragrance of a cigarette
made to be enjoyed.

— ....

Camels
“EASY TO LISTEN TO”—CAMEL PLEASURE HOUR
Wednesday evenings on N. B. C. network, WJZ and
associated stations. Consult your loeal radio time table.

J.

1930, R.
Reynolds
Tobacco Co., Winston-Saiem, M. Q

